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ABSTRACT. In this paper we construct an algorithm recognizing the solvability of arbitrary
equations in a free semigroup.

Bibliography: 4 titles.

The study of equations in a free semigroup was begun by A. A. Markov. He
constructed an algorithm recognizing the solvability of equations in two unknowns. Ju. I.
Hmelevskii [1] constructed an algorithm recognizing the solvability of equations in three
unknowns and also the solvability of systems of equations, each of which contains at
most two unknowns.

In this present paper we construct an algorithm recognizing the solvability of arbitrary
equations in a free semigroup.

The problem of the solvability of systems of equations in a free semigroup easily
reduces to that of the solvability of a single equation in a free semigroup (see Lemma
1.28 of [1]).

§1. Preliminary lemmas

Suppose Π is a free semigroup with finite alphabet of generators

fli, · · · , α · . (1.1)

By an equation in the free semigroup Π with unknowns

Χι, · · ' , ** . (1.2)

we mean an equality of words in the combined alphabet (1.1), (1.2):

φ (a l s . . . , αω, x l t . . . , xn) = ψ (ax, . . . , αω, x1 xn). (l .3)

The alphabet (1.1) is called the coefficient alphabet. The empty word will be denoted by
the symbol 1, the length of a word Ρ by the symbol 3 (P), and graphical equality of two
words Ρ and Q will be denoted by P=°i Q.

A list of words

Xu-.-,Χη 0-4)

in the alphabet (1.1) is called a solution of equation (1.3) if

φ(αΑ, . . . , αω, X , . . . , Χ«)Ι°:ψ(α.' . . . , αω, Χ,, . . . , Χη).
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130 G. S. MAKANIN

Consider the system of linear Diophantine equations

£1.1*1 + Ei.aZa + · · · + li.n*n =

S2,izi 4 " 62,2^2 ι* · · · ι" ζί,η-η =

where the z, are variables assuming natural (nonnegative integral) values, the | / V and η,

are integers, and for each / = 1,. .. ,p at least one £/V ^ 0.

Let m be the maximum of all the numbers | | / V | and |η,·|, and let q be the number of

nonzero coefficients among ξ,,, £ 1 2 , . . . , | 1 > Λ . The numbers «,p, m, q will be called the

parameters of system (1.5). By the index of system (1.5) we mean the number q +

(P ~ l) i.
We will say that a solution

zf. . . . , 2Ϊ (1.6)

of system (1.5) is smaller than a solution

Ζχ', . . · , z'n, (1.7)

if some component of solution (1.6) is smaller than the corresponding component of

solution (1.7), and the remaining components of (1.6) do not exceed the corresponding

components of (1.7). A solution (1.6) is called minimal if there is no smaller solution. By

the height of a solution (1.6) we mean its largest component.

LEMMA 1.1. If a system (1.5) with parameters n,p, m, q and index I has a solution, then

the height h of a minimal solution satisfies the inequality

/i<2(2/-2W2/"1).
PROOF. The proof is by induction on the index /.

Basis of the induction. If / = 1, then the system has the form

where only one of the coefficients £,,, ξ{>2, . . . , i l n is different from zero. Suppose

£,(J· φ 0, and let (1.6) be a minimal solution of this system. Obviously, all components of

this solution except the /th are zero, and zf < |r/,| < m. Consequently, h < m.

Inductive step. Suppose / > 1 and the lemma is true for any system of type (1.5) with

index less than /. Let (1.6) be a minimal solution of system (1.5). We consider two cases.

Case 1. For certain / andy we have £Xi > 0 and £y < 0. Let

where ζ-, zj, /Λ,, μ^ are natural numbers, with μ7 < — £y and μ> < £,,.

Consider the system of equations resulting from (1.5) by means of the substitution

It is easy to see that to the minimal solution (1.6) of system (1.5) there corresponds a

minimal solution z\, z'2, . . . , z'n of the resulting system, with z'k = z£ for k φ i,j.

If z\ > zj, then to the resulting system of equations we apply the transformation
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z,· -> Zj + z,., and if z\ < z'Jt the transformation z} -> z, + Zj.
As a result, we obtain a new system. The parameters nx,px,mx and the index Ix of the

new system satisfy the inequalities

n^^Uy pi -< p, m1^2m2, Ii<C.I> ^·8)

If the height h of solution (1.6) is larger than m, then the height hx of the minimal
solution of the new system corresponding to (1.6) satisfies the inequality h < 2mhx.

By the inductive assumption we have

hence, in view of (1.8) and the estimate for h, either h < m or

and since Ix + 1 < /, it follows that

/i<2 ( l /-2W l /"1 ).
Case 2. All of the coefficients ξ,,, . . . , £j „ have the same sign.
By assumption, | M ^ 0 for some /. Consequently, z,° < Ιη̂  < m. In this case we apply

to system (1.5) the transformation z,·—»z,°. As a result, we obtain a new system. The
parameters nx,px, mx and the index /, of the new system satisfy inequalities (1.8). If the
height h of solution (1.6) is larger than m, then the height hx of the minimal solution of
the new system corresponding to (1.6) satisfies the inequality h < 2mhx. The rest is as in
Case 1.

The lemma is proved.
A word Ρ is called simple if there exists no word Q such that P z Qm for m > 1.
Suppose Ρ is a simple word and

Λ^Α,ΡΛ,. 0.9)

The occurrence of Ρ in Λ distinguished in the representation (1.9) is called stable if Ρ is
an end of Ax and a beginning of A2. It follows easily from Lemma 1.2 of [1] that if Ρ is
simple and PPzn BXPB2, then either Bx or B2 is empty. Therefore, no two distinct stable
occurrences of a simple word Ρ in a word Λ can intersect. Consequently, any word A is
uniquely representable in the form

A-JLD,PD2PDZ . . . DhPDh+l,

where all stable occurrences of the simple word Ρ have been distinguished.
A parametric word

CXP
KC^CZ . . . CmPkmCm+1, (l.io)

where Ρ is a simple word, C,, . . . , Cm+X are arbitrary words, and λ1? . . . , λ^ are
parameters assuming positive integral values, is called stable if the words C, and
PC2, . . . , PCm end with P, and the words C2P, . . ., CmP and Cm+X begin with P.

To each stable parametric word (1.10) we assign the word

C.PC^PC, . . . CmPCm+i. (1.11)

Let us distinguish in (1.11) all stable occurrences of P. It is easy to see that the stable
occurrences of Ρ in (1.11) are the occurrences of Ρ already distinguished in (1.11) and
the stable occurrences of Ρ contained entirely within the subwords C(. We will call these
latter occurrences of Ρ complementary.
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To each complementary stable occurrence of Ρ in (1.11) there corresponds in a natural
way an occurrence of Ρ in the parametric word (1.10) which is stable for any positive
integral values of the parameters λ1? . . . , λ^. We call these occurrences the comple-
mentary stable occurrences of Ρ in the parametric word (1.10).

Obviously, any stable parametric word (1.10) is uniquely representable in the form

C'^C'^C, . . . CqP
L%+u (1.12)

where C2', · . . , C'q are nonempty words, and Lx, . . . , Lq are nonzero linear forms in the
variables λ,, . . . , λ^ with nonnegative integral coefficients such that if we assign
arbitrary positive integral values to λ , , . . . , λ^, then in the resulting word

tiiP^C'j&C'i . . . Cqp
L°qC'q+1 (1.13)

all stable occurrences of the word Ρ in (1.13) are found precisely among the distin-
guished sub words PL\ . . . , PL°.

Such a representation (1.12) of the stable parametric word (1.10) is called complete.

LEMMA 1.2. If words A and Β contain, respectively, q and r stable occurrences of a simple
word P, then the word A B contains at least q + r and at most q + r + 3 stable occurrences
of P.

PROOF. Let us distinguish the stable occurrences of the simple word Ρ in A, B and AB.
An occurrence of Ρ which is stable in A (or in B) remains stable in AB. Each new (i.e.
generated by juxtaposing A and B) stable occurrence of Ρ must either contain the "cut"
of the word A B (the boundary between A and B) in its interior or must be separated
from this "cut" by at most 3 (P) — 1 letters. Consequently, on juxtaposing A and Β we
obtain at most three new stable occurrences of P. The lemma is proved.

A solution (1.4) of equation (1.3) is called minimal if 3 {XXX2 · * * Xn)
 ls minimal in the

class of all solutions of this equation.
By the notational length of equation (1.3) we mean the number

d(<f>(ait ..., a», x l t ..., * „ ) ) +d(y(au ..., αω, x u ..., x n ) ) .

A number s is called the exponent of periodicity of solution (1.4) if some component Xi

contains a nonempty subword of the form Ps, but no component Xt of this solution
contains any nonempty subword of the form Qs+'.

The following lemma is a refinement of one proved by V. K. Bulitko [2].

LEMMA 1.3. If d is the notational length of equation (1.3), then the exponent of periodicity
of any minimal solution does not exceed

PROOF. Suppose an equation (1.3) with notational length d has a minimal solution (1.4)
with exponent of periodicity s, and let Ρ be a simple word such that Ps occurs in some
component of (1.4).

In each component Xt of solution (1.4) we distinguish all stable occurrences of Ρ and
write these components in the form

LJJ ' ' ' 0-14)
r
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where all Ci2, . . ·, Ciq are nonempty words and all μ(*,/) are positive integers.

Consider the parametric words

(1.15)

where the CtJ are taken from (1.14) and the z{J are variables assuming positive integral
values. It is easy to see that each parametric word in (1.15) is stable.

Substituting the parametric words (1.15) into (1.3), we obtain parametric words

Φ ^ φ ί ^ , . . . , αω, Χ[, . . . , X'n),

Ψ ^ ψ ( α 1 5 . .. , α ω , Xi, . . . , Χή).

Let us write down the complete representations of these parametric words:

Φ =D,PLlADJ>Ll'tDz . . . DriP
Ll^Dri+1,

Ψ = D^D'P^D, .. . D'r,PLt'"D'w.
 ( 1 < 1 6 )

Here D2, . . . , Dri and D2, . . . , D'ri are nonempty words, and the LtJ are nonzero linear
forms in the variables za β with nonnegative coefficients.

We now substitute for the parameters ζαβ the numbers μ(α, β) defined by (1.14). We
obtain words

All stable occurrences of Ρ in Φ0 are found among the PL^. All stable occurrences of Ρ
in Ψ0 are found among the PLl< Since Φ°ζ°:ψο, we obtain from the uniqueness of
distinguishing stable occurrences the relations rx = r2 and D[ ~^i Dt for / = 1, . . . , rx +
1, and

lu = Lit ( i - 1 , . · . , r j . (1.17)

Consequently, the representations (1.16) have the form

. . . DrP
L2rDr+1.

Let β be the system of linear Diophantine equations LXi = L2, (/ = 1, . . . , r). It
follows from (1.17) that β has the solution

Ζο,-ρ=μ (α, β), (1.18)

and the height of solution (1.18) is s — 2. The minimality of solution (1.4) implies that
(1.18) is a minimal solution of S.

Consider the linear form Lqi:

,./ι + · · · + S P V P + ^ 0 ·19>

where/? > 0, | , > 0, . . . , ξ, > 0, ^+l > 0, and | , + · · · + ξ, + ^, + 1 > 0. The number
^,+ 1 is called the free term of the form Lqi. The number ξ, + · · · + ξ, is called the
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number of variable occurrences in Lqi. The linear form (1.19) is called trivial if it has the
form ζαβ.

By Lemma 1.2, the number of complementary stable occurrences of Ρ in the
parametric words Φ and Ψ together does not exceed 3d. Consequently, the sum of the
free terms of all of the linear forms L,,, . . . , Llr, L2 „ . . . , L2r does not exceed 3d.

Since in each parametric word XJ (see (1.15)) in the linear form Lqi in (1.16) there can
occur at most one z-variable, the number of variables in any linear form Lqi does not
exceed d.

The number of nontrivial linear forms Lqi does not exceed d.
If the system β contains an equality ztJ = ζαβ or a pair of equalities Lpr = z^ and

Lpr = ζαβ, then we identify the variables z(J and ζαβ. We make all such identifications
and represent the resulting system in the form (1.5).

Thus we obtain a new system β', whose parameters (see (1.5)) satisfy the following
conditions:

Since q < n, we have / < 2d4.
Using Lemma 1.1, we obtain

s - h + 2 < (2m)2' + 2 < (6rf)2(2rf4) + 2.

LEMMA 1.4. Suppose

(1.20)

« a« arbitrary sequence of words composed {possibly with repetitions) of given nonempty
words Xx, . . . , Xn. Let Bx, . . ., Bk and Cv . . ., Ck be nonempty words such that

X^Bfo (i = l, . . . , k), (1.21)

Bi+1^ZStBi (i = l, . . . , k — 1) 0.22)

for certain 51,, . . . , 5'A._1 and

CiRt^Cu.T, (i = l, . . . , ife — l) (1.23)

/<?r certain Ru . . . , /?*_! a/ft/ 7 ,̂ . . . , 7^_j. If, in addition, the words Sv . . . , 5r

/t_,
satisfy the condition

/ — ί > (2/z)2 -> a (5A« . . · ShlSf) > 0, (1.24)

then some word Xt has the form Xt 3 : PSQ, where Ρ is a nonempty word and k <
An\n + \)(s + 2).

PROOF. Let us assume for simplicity that

Consider the sequence of words Bx, . . . ,Bk. In view of (1.22) and the fact that
C,, . . . , Q are nonempty, we have

Between the words X, of unequal length we distribute all of the Bj monotonically with
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respect to increasing length. Obviously, there exist;? words Bi+l, . . . , Bi+p, where

such that for all j = i + 1, . . . , / + ρ either

d(X f f )<d(f l/)<d(X i + 1 ) 0-26)

for some g > 0, or

. 0.27)

and then we assume that # = 0.

To the words Bi+l, . . ., Bi+p there corresponds in the sequence of words (1.20) the

subsequence

Χλί+1, · · · ' Xh+P- 0-28)

In view of either (1.26) or (1.27) and the fact that the words C,, . . . , Ck are nonempty,

all words of the sequence (1.28) belong to the subset of words Xq+l, . . . , Xn.

Retaining for the sequence (1.28) the decomposition (1.21), we see that conditions

(1.21)—(1.24) are satisfied and, moreover, for ally = ι + 1, . . . , i + ρ and all h = q +

1, . . . , η we have

d(B,)<d{Xh). (1.29)

Assume that for some r in the interval i + 1 < r < i + ρ — 1 the word Cr is a proper

beginning of C r + 1 , i.e. C r + 1 3 i CrQ, where 9 ( g ) > 0. Then the word X r + 1 is represen-

table in the form

where 9(X/+1) = 9 ( J 5 r + 1 Q > 3 ( £ r Q = 3(Xr). Replace X r + 1 by Xr'+1 everywhere in

(1.28). In view of (1.29), it is easy to construct for the resulting sequence a decomposition

of the type (1.21) in such a way that (1.22)—(1.24) are satisfied. For this purpose it is

necessary in (1.21) to shorten on the right by Q those words C, for which X^ is Xr+V

By means of such replacements we transform, after a finite number of steps, the

sequence (1.28) into a sequence

Χλ/+1, . . . , Χί/+ρ, (1.30)

composed of words X*+v . . . , X* (X* is some nonempty beginning of X,·), where there

exist nonempty words Bf, . . . , B* and Cf, . . . , C* such that

Xli+jjTB)C)' (/ = 1, . . . , p), (1.31)

B M X S / B J ( / - I , . . . . p - 1 ) , (1.32)

C;xC; + 1 7} ( / = 1 , . . . , p - 1 ) (1.33)

and, in addition, the words S*, . . . , S*_x satisfy the condition

/ - i > (2rc)2 =Φ a (S;sJ+1 . . . Sm

hlS)) > 0. (1.34)

From the sequence (1.30) we construct the subsequence

Χ;,, . . . . Xum, (1.35)

choosing the terms of (1.30) with subscripts \ + 1 , λ, + 1+4Λ2, λ,+1+8η2, λ,·+ι + ι2π2, · · · · Then
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(1.25) implies that

m>i^t+i)- ( 1 3 6 )

Furthermore, retaining for the words of (1.35) the decomposition (1.31), we see that there
exist nonempty words B\, . . . , B'm and C[,. . ., C'm in the alphabet (1.1) such that

Χμ(Ι°ΐΒ;Οι (i - 1, . . . , m),

Bi+i _E_ Sfii (i = 1, . . . , m— 1),

The sequence (1.35) is composed of the words X*+x,..., X*, i.e. at most η words
figure in its construction. It follows from (1.36) that there exists a number g, where

such that some word X* occurs in the sequence (1.35) g times.
From (1.35) we construct the subsequence

Υ* Υ* (\ T>Q\

choosing the terms of (1.35) which are equal to X*. It follows from (1.37) that there exist
nonempty words B'{, . . . , B£. and C,", . . ., Cg in the alphabet (1.1) such that

(i = 1, . . . , g),
(1.40)

(1.41)

From (1.40) and (1.41) we easily obtain the following conditions:

X

; (1.43)

It is easy to see that if for certain words S, Τ and X we have the graphical equality
SX^XT, then there exist words A, B and a natural number r such that S^AB,
Tan Β A and X ^ (AB)rA.

From the conditions (1.42) we obtain

S^AtBi, Ti^zBtAi. X]^(AiBdriAi (i = 1, . . . , g-\). 0-44)

It follows from (1.44) that

(Afrf'At ^ (Ai+1Bi+1)
ri+1Al+i ( i - 1 . . . . f g - 2 ) ,

from which, using our condition (1.43) and also Lemma 2.3 of Chapter 1 of [3], it follows
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by induction that all of the ^4,5, are powers of the same simple word P.

Using (1.43) once again, we obtain that X* z°z PSQX, where s > g - 2; hence it follows

from (1.38) that there exist words Ρ and Q, where 3 (P) > 0, such that Xt n : PSQ, where

s + 2 > k/4n3(n + 1). The lemma is proved.

§2. Generalizations of the concept of an equation

in a free semigroup

In this section, starting from equations in a free semigroup, we successively define a

series of systems which lead us in a natural way to a definition of the central concept of

this paper, namely a generalized equation in a free semigroup.

An equation (1.3) in a free semigroup is called coefficient-free if it contains no letters

of the alphabet (1.1). Otherwise, (1.3) will simply be called a coefficient equation.

A solution (1.4) of equation (1.3) is called positive if all of the components Xx, . . . , Xn

are nonempty words.

LEMMA 2.1. For any coefficient equation Σ in a free semigroup it is possible to construct a

list

Σ ( 1 \ . . . , Σ 1 " (2.1)

of coefficient equations such that Σ has a solution with exponent of periodicity s if and only

if at least one Σ(ι) in (2.1) has a positive solution with exponent of periodicity s.

PROOF. Suppose xt,. . ., *,· (0 < q < n) is some set of unknowns in the alphabet

(1.2). An equation Σ*1'' ' \ is called the projection of Σ with respect to x(, . . . , xt if it is

obtained by deleting xh, . . . , *,· from Σ.

Suppose Σ is an arbitrary equation in a free semigroup, and let

,.··,* (2.2)

be all possible projections of Σ. It is easy to see that Σ has a solution with exponent of

periodicity s if and only if some Σ(/) in (2.2) has a positive solution with exponent of

periodicity 5. The lemma is proved.

Suppose a system Σ! is defined by the coefficient alphabet (1.1), the alphabet of

unknowns (1.2), an equality

Buitua . . . Wp = Wp+lWp+2 ... Wp+q, (2.3)

where the wt are letters of the combined alphabet (1.1), (1.2) and at least one of the w,

belongs to (1.1), and the additional condition

a (*,)>() ( i = l , . . . , n). (2.4)

A list of nonempty words Xx, . . . , Xn in the alphabet (1.1) is called a solution of the
system Σ! if it is a solution of equation (2.3).

We introduce new variables

M> *Ίι • • · ι lp+q,
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and equalities

^ = 1, r1 = wl . . . wp,

U^Wy . . . Wi.x, r^Wi ... wp (i = 2, ..., p), (2.6)

/ ρ + 1 = wL . . . wp, rp,x = 1,

/ ^ = / (i = l , . . . , p\-q), (2.7)

/jKŷ a = /ao>ar3 = . . . = lpwprp+1 = lxwp+irp+i

i=/. (2.8)

Suppose a system Σ2 is defined by the coefficient alphabet (1.1), the variables (1.2),
(2.5), and also condition (2.4) and equalities (2.6)-(2.8). Note that, by assumption, one of
the Wj in (2.8) belongs to the alphabet (1.1). A table of words

Xu . . . , Xn,

Ll, · · . , Lp+q,

(2.9)
All · · · , Ap+g,

Τ

in the alphabet (1.1) is called a solution of the system Σ2 if Xx,.. ., Xn are nonempty
and as a result of substituting the components of the table into (2.6)-(2.8) we obtain
graphical equalities. (A word denoted by a capital Roman letter with (without) a
subscript is substituted for the corresponding small Roman letter with the same subscript
(without a subscript).) The exponent of periodicity of solution (2.9) of Σ2 will be defined
not with respect to all components of the solution, but only with respect to Xx, . . . , Xn.
The next lemma follows easily from the definitions of Σ, and Σ2.

LEMMA 2.2. The system Σ, has a solution with exponent of periodicity s if and only if the
system Σ2 has such a solution.

We introduce conditions on the lengths of the variables /,, . . ., lp+q and t:

0=d(ll)<d(l2)< ..
(2.10)

Suppose a system Σ3 is defined by the coefficient alphabet (1.1), the variables (1.2) and
(2.5), and also the conditions (2.10) and equalities (2.7) and (2.8).

The next lemma follows easily from the definitions of Σ2 and Σ3.

LEMMA 2.3. The system Σ2 has a solution with exponent of periodicity s if and only if the
system Σ3 has such a solution.

We say that a variable xg of the system Σ3 has valency i if it occurs / times in (2.8). Let

v=kl + kt + 2ka + . . .+ {b—\)kb,

where k,- is the number of ̂ -variables having valency / in the system Σ3.
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We introduce the alphabet of variables

Uv y& ' ' · » ί/ν> ί/ν+ι> ί/ν+2» · · · > DIM (2.11)

satisfying the condition

t/i=f/ i + v ( i = l , · • · , v ) . (2.12)

We replace the system of equalities (2.8) by a new system

· · · = <̂ζ(2ν)ί/2νΓβ(2ν;
(2.13)

by successively replacing components involving the x, by components involving the yt as
follows.

Assume that in previous replacements we have already used the variables >>,, . . . ,yh

If a variable xg in (1.2) occurs in (2.8) in only one component /,-,-χ̂ , then we replace

this component by liiyh+xrj] and /,-,Λ+Α + ΙΟ,·

If a variable xg in (1.2) occurs in (2.8) in two components liixgrJi and /,ytgr,2, then we
replace these components by lixyh + xrJx and /,2Λ+Λ+Ι02·

If a variable xg in (1.2) occurs in (2.8) in the components /.-•Xg'),, h2

xgrj^
lixgrJ3,...,then we replace these components by /,-,

Suppose a system Σ4 is defined by the coefficient alphabet (1.1), the variables (2.11)
and (2.5), and also the conditions (2.10) and (2.12) and equalities (2.7) and (2.13). By a
solution of Σ4 we mean a table of words

M , · · · j ίνι •* V4 1, · · · > ' 2 V i

Lu . . . , Lp+q, Hi, . . . , Rp+q, 7

in the alphabet (1.1) satisfying (2.10), (2.12), (2.7) and (2.13). The exponent of periodicity
of a solution of Σ4 is defined with respect to the components Y,, . . . , Y2v. The next
lemma follows easily from the definitions of Σ3 and Σ4.

LEMMA 2.4. The system Σ3 has a solution with exponent of periodicity s if and only if the
system Σ4 has such a solution.

Note that in (2.13) there occurs at least one coefficient at, i.e. m > 0. Delete from the
coefficient alphabet (1.1) those coefficients which do not occur in (2.13). We obtain an
alphabet

au...,ah (£>0). (2.14)

(We may assume that all deleted coefficients occur at the end of the list (1.1).)
Using the functions a(/) and β(ΐ) of equation (2.13), we introduce the equalities

lau)w\rm = t (t = 1, . . . , 2v+ m), (2.15)

where by w[, . . . , w'2v+m we mean^, . . . ,y2v, ^ ( 2 i ( + 1 ) , . . . , a^{2v+m), respectively.
Suppose a system Σ5 is defined by the coefficient alphabet (2.14), the variables (2.11)

and (2.5), and also the conditions (2.10) and (2.12) and equalities (2.7) and (2.15).
The next lemma follows easily from the definitions of Σ4 and Σ5.
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LEMMA 2.5. The system Σ4 has a solution with exponent of periodicity s if and only if the

system Σ5 has such a solution.

§3. The concept of a generalized equation

By a generalized equation Ω in a free semigroup Π we mean any system consisting of

the following five parts.

1. A coefficient alphabet.

The coefficient alphabet of Ω is the alphabet of generators of the semigroup Π :

αϊ, . . . , α« (ω>0). (3.1)

The letters of alphabet (3.1) are called the coefficients of Ω.

2. A table of word variables.

The word variables of Ω are given by a table

/ / / ( )

where η > 0 and ρ > 2. For each / = 1, . . . Λ the variable x, is called the dual of xi+n,

and conversely. Let

(P + n, if 1 < / 7 < / Z ,
{P}~\p—n, if «-f-l</?<2/2.

Then for each/? = 1, . . . , 2« the dual of xp is x^py Note that Δ(Δ(/?)) = p.
Each pair of duals x, and xi+n must satisfy the equality of duals:

X i = x i + n ( i = l , ... , n ) . (3.3)

The variables / , , . . . , lp are called the boundaries of the generalized equation. To each

boundary /, there corresponds a boundary equality:

Ufi=t ( t = l , . . . , p) . (3.4)

3. A boundary comparison table.

By a boundary comparison table we mean a system of conditions on the variables

/,, . . . , lp,t consisting of an initial equality /, = 1, a. final equality lp = /, and a nonempty

finite list of inequalities of the form l( < lj which is closed with respect to transitivity (i.e.

if the table contains /, < lj and lj < lk, then it also contains /, < lk).

A boundary comparison table must satisfy the following conditions:

D. 1. A boundary comparison table contains the inequalities /, < lt for i φ 1.

D.2. A boundary comparison table contains the inequalities lt < lp for i φ p.

The expression "the comparison table contains the inequality /, < ψ means that either

/ = j or the table contains the inequality /, < lj. The notation /f < lj < lk is an

abbreviation for the conjunction of the two inequalities /, < lj and lj < lk.

4. A base situation table.

The generalized equation Ω contains a function ψ(/) defined on the set {In +

1, . . . , 2« + m) with values in the set {1, . . . , ω] and assuming all values in this set.

The variables xx, . . . , xn, xn+l, . . ., x2n and coefficients αφ(2η+1), . . ., α ψ ( 2 Λ + / Μ ) are

called the bases of Ω and are denoted, respectively, by

Wlt . . . , Wn, Wn+x, · · · , W2n, Wan+i, - • , Wm+m. (3.5)
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We call (3.5) the list of bases of Ω. To each base w, we associate a situation equality:

L (3.6)

where a(i) and /?(/) are functions defined on the set (1, . . . , In + m) with values in the
set (1, . . . , p}. The boundary comparison table contains the inequality

). (3-7)

We call /a(;) the left boundary of the base wt, and / ^ the right boundary of w,. Equality

(3.6) indicates the two boundaries between which the base w( is situated.

Certain boundaries of the table (3.2)

Κ · · · > Ux (3-8)

are fixed and are called initial boundaries. Initial boundaries are related to the situation

of the bases wx, . . . , w2n+m by the following condition.

D.3. The left boundary of each base H>, is an initial boundary.

However, it is not necessarily true that every initial boundary is the left boundary of

some base.

A boundary is called terminal if and only if it is the right boundary of some base. A

particular boundary can be both initial and terminal. Initial and terminal boundaries are

called essential, the others inessential.

5. A list of boundary connections.

The generalized equation Ω contains a finite (possibly empty) list of boundary

connections.

Each boundary connection has the form

where k > 0. The boundary lp is called the original boundary of the boundary

connection (3.9), and lq the concluding boundary.

For each boundary connection (3.9) of Ω the boundary comparison table must contain

the inequalities

W,)<'P< W (3-10)

for some u, where 1 < u < k,

U < k(Afrk))· (3.12)

We say that the boundary connection (3.9) connects the boundary lp to the boundary
lq by means of the path

χλι, χχ2, . . . , xj,k. (3.13)
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The number k is called the length of the path (3.13).
In addition to the notation (3.9) for a boundary connection we will also use

l ( ) q, (3.14)

which we will call the complete notation for the boundary connection (3.9). In particular,
the complete notation will be useful in dealing with conditions (3.10)—(3.12). It is easy to
see that the notation (3.9) for a boundary connection is uniquely determined by the
complete notation, and conversely.

The boundary connections and boundaries of the generalized equation Ω are related
by the following conditions.

D.4. Each inessential boundary is the original boundary of some boundary connection.
D.5. The concluding boundary of each boundary connection is the right boundary of some

base.(l)
It follows from D.4 and D.5 that each inessential boundary is connected to some

essential boundary by means of a boundary connection.
Let us turn to the definition of a solution of a generalized equation.
We say that a table of words

, . . . . „, „ „ . . . . „ , ^ ^

L,^, . . . , Up, x\j, . . . , t\p, I

in the alphabet (3.1) satisfies the equality Ax = A2, where Ax and A2 are words in the
alphabet (3.1), (3.2), if as a result of replacing each small Roman letter of the alphabet
(3.2) by the word denoted in (3.15) by the corresponding capital letter we obtain a
graphical equality. We say that the table of words (3.15) satisfies the inequality I, < lj if
a (L,) < a {Lj).

In the following definition it is convenient to use the complete notation for a
boundary connection.

We say that the table of words (3.15) satisfies a given boundary connection (3.14) if
there exist nonempty words

(3.16)
Cu · · · - Ch

in the alphabet (3.1) such that

Lp^zLa(Xl)Bu (3.18)

La(A(X1))BL Isl La(Kt)B2,

La(A(k2))B2 ^ La(Xs)B3,

(3-19)

(3.20)

(') Added in proof To condition D.5 add: ww, where if for some i we have /ο(λ. ^ > 4(Δ(\))» t^ten

L
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By a solution of a generalized equation Ω we mean any table of words (3.15) which

satisfies the equalities of duals (3.3), the boundary equalities (3.4), all conditions of the

boundary comparison table, the base situation equalities (3.6), and all boundary

connections of Ω.

By the exponent of periodicity of the solution (3.15) of Ω we mean the exponent of

periodicity (in the sense of §1) of the list of words Xx, . . . , Xn, Xn + X, . . . , X2n.

LEMMA 3.1. For any coefficient equation Σ in a free semigroup it is possible to construct a

list of generalized equations

Ωΐ5 . . · , ΩΓ (3 .21)

without boundary connections such that Σ has a solution with exponent of periodicity s if and

only if at least one Ω, in (3.21) has such a solution.

PROOF. In view of Lemmas 2.1-2.5, we can construct from Σ a list of systems of type

Σ5 such that Σ has a solution with exponent of periodicity 5 if and only if at least one

system in this list has such a solution. It is easy to see that any system of type Σ5 is a

generalized equation without boundary connections. Indeed, a system Σ5 (see §2) is

defined by a coefficient alphabet (2.14), a table of word variables (2.11), (2.5), the

equalities of duals (2.12), the boundary equalities (2.7), a boundary comparison table

(2.10), and a base situation table (2.15).

In the sequel we will often use the following simple lemma.

LEMMA 3.2. // a generalized equation Ω has a solution (3.15), then for any i and j such

that 1 < i,j < ρ one of the two words Lj or Lj is a beginning of the other.

The lemma is an immediate consequence of the definition of a solution of a general-

ized equation and the equalities (3.4).

§4. Normalized generalized equations

Any segment of the path of a boundary connection is called a subpath of that

boundary connection. Consider a subpath

xxr xxi+1 (4.1)

of the boundary connection (3.9). In the complete notation this subpath has the form

According to (3.11), either

α(λ,+ι)=α(Δ(λ,)) (4.2)

or the boundary comparison table contains the inequality

U\l+l) < '«(Δ(\))· (4.3)

In the case (4.3) we say that there is a shift in the subpath (4.1), and in the case (4.2) that

there is no shift. We say that there is no shift in a subpath x^, . . . , x^ of the boundary

connection (3.9) if there is no shift in any pair x^, xXj+i of this subpath.

Suppose the boundary connection (3.9) contains a subpath πν x^, ττ2, Λ\ , π 3 without a

shift, where irx, m2 and ττ3 are certain subpaths and λΛ = \ · If all variables x, which occur

in the subpath π2, X\ also occur among the variables of πν χ^, ττ3, then the subpath ττ2,

Xx is called a superfluous subpath of the boundary connection (3.9).
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LEMMA 4.1. If the boundary connection (3.9) contains a subpath

xxr · · · , x%j (4.4)

without a shift and if j — i > (2n)2, then it contains a superfluous subpath.

PROOF. The path of any boundary connection can involve at most 2n .^-variables. The
length of subpath (4.4) is at least (2n)2 + 1; hence some variable xt occurs in this
subpath at least 2n + 1 times. Represent (4.4) in the form

TT r γ ττ γ ττ γ π· γ π"

where the subpaths irlf . . . , π2η do not contain xt. For any r = 1, . . . , 2n, either the
subpath irr consists of variables occurring in the subpaths ττ,, . . . , Ttr_x, πΓ+ λ, . . . , ·π2η,
and then the subpath irr, xt is superfluous in (3.9), or else the subpath irr contains some
jv-variable which does not occur in those subpaths. Since the number of subpaths
π,, . . . , π2η is greater than the number of variables occurring therein, the boundary
connection (3.9) contains a superfluous subpath. The lemma is proved.

A variable xp is called matched if its left boundary is the same as the left boundary of
its dual x^p) (i.e. if a(p) = a(A(p))).

Of special significance in a generalized equation are the boundary /, and those bases
for which /, is the left boundary. Such bases are called leading bases. Let

ι ι __ \Ρ·> if l - ^ P - ^ f t »

\p—n, if n+\ </?<2/z.

Let xp be an unmatched leading variable. Suppose that, for any unmatched leading
variable Xj different from xv, either the boundary comparison table contains the
inequality Ιβυ) < Ιβ{ν), or else /?(/) = β(ν) and \j\ < \t>\. Then the variable xv is called
the carrier of the generalized equation. Obviously, a generalized equation has at most
one carrier.

A subpath Λ:^, Χχ, of the boundary connection (3.9) is called a loop if Χχ.+] is the
carrier of the generalized equation and \ = Δ(λ,+1). In the complete notation a loop has
the form

where xv is the carrier of the generalized equation.
A matched variable Λ\ of the boundary connection (3.9) is called a majorized variable

of (3.9) in the following three cases: if ρ = 1, if ρ = k, or if for 1 < ρ < k the boundary
comparison table contains at least one of the following two inequalities:

A generalized equation Ω is called normalized if the following conditions are satisfied:
N. 1. The boundary comparison table contains the conditions

/ 4 = 1 , li<h+i (t = U . . · , P —1), lP = t.

(We do not explictly list the transitive consequences of the inequalities.)
N.2. No boundary connection contains superfluous subpaths.
N.3. If the generalized equation has exactly one leading variable, then its boundary

connections contain no loops.
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N.4. No boundary connection contains majorized variables.

LEMMA 4.2. Suppose a generalized equation Ω satisfying N.2 has a solution with exponent

of periodicity s. Let 2 η be the number of x- variables of Ω, and k the length of a path of

some boundary connection. Then k < 4«3(n + l)(s + 2).

PROOF. Suppose Ω has the solution (3.15) and contains the boundary connection (3.9).

The path of this boundary connection is composed of variables xv . . . , xn and their

duals. Since the solution (3.15) satisfies the equalities of duals (3.3), there exist nonempty

words Χλ, . . ., Xn in the alphabet (3.1) which (possibly with repetitions) make up a

sequence

Χλ,,Χλ,, . . . , ΧλΛ ( & > 0 ) (4.5)

for which, by definition of a solution of a generalized equation, there exist nonempty

words Bv . . . , Bk and C l 5 . . . , Ck such that

XiprBtd ( i = l , . . . , k), (4.6)

(i = 1, . . . , k — 1). (4.7)

Since the solution (3.15) satisfies (3.11), we have

) ( ί=1, . · · , k — 1). (4.8)

Since (3.15) satisfies the boundary equalities (3.4), it follows from the length inequalities

(4.8) that

1 La(Ki+1)Si (t — 1 , . . · , k — \) (4.9)

for certain Sx, . . . , Sk_v Since (3.15) satisfies the base situation equalities (3.6), we have

2= £α(λί4,)Χλ/+1#β(λ/+1) (*' = 1 . · · · » k — 1 ). (4.10)

From the graphical equalities (4.7) and (4.9) we obtain Bi+X =n 5,5, for /' = 1, . . . , k —

1. Since (3.15) satisfies the equalities of duals (3.3), it follows that X^ zr. X ^ for

/ = 1, . . . , k — 1. Substituting the values of X^ and Χχ_+ι from (4.6) into (4.10) and

cancelling, using (4.7), we obtain

CiR$(&(K.)) ~ Ο Ι + 1#β (λ.η) (i •-= 1, . . . , & — 1).

If there is a shift in the subpath x^, x^+ |, then, by (4.3),

d (La0,.+1)) < d (Ζ̂ αίΔΙλ,·)))»

i.e. 3 (S,) > 0. If there is no shift in the subpath Χχ., χ^+, then, by (4.2),

i.e. 9(5,) = 0. According to condition N.2 and LSmma 4.1, any subpath Χχ., . . . , Χχ.

such that j — i > (2n)2 has a shift. Consequently, if j — i > (2n)2, then
d(SjSi+l · - · Sj_lSj) > 0. Thus we can apply Lemma 1.4. Therefore, there exists in the
sequence (4.5) a word Xt such that Xt m PSlQ, where Ρ is a nonempty word and
k < 4n\n + IXSJ + 2). If s is the exponent of periodicity of solution (3.15), then 51 < s.

Consequently, k < An\n + l)(s + 2).
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§5. Estimate of the number of normalized admissible

generalized equations

A generalized equation Ω is called elementary if its coefficient alphabet consists of a

single letter, and nonelementary if its coefficient alphabet contains more than one letter.

LEMMA 5.1. There exists an algorithm for recognizing whether any elementary generalized

equation has a solution.

PROOF. Suppose the coefficient alphabet of a generalized equation Ω consists of the

single letter ax. A solution of such a generalized equation must be a table of words of the

form (3.15), each of whose components is a power of av Therefore, the conditions which

must be satisfied by the components of the table reduce to certain formulas of the

elementary theory of arithmetic without multiplication. The existence of the desired

algorithm follows from the decidability of this theory (see [4], §2.5).

Let Ω0 denote the elementary generalized equation obtained from a generalized

equation Ω by replacing its coefficient alphabet by the single letter a, and replacing each

coefficient at in the list of bases and in the base situation table by a,.

LEMMA 5.2. If the generalized equation Ω has a solution, then so does the corresponding

generalized equation Ω0.

PROOF. Suppose Ω has a solution (3.15). We construct the table of words

d(Ll) d{Lp) d{Ri) d(Rp) d(T)
u l > · · · » 1*1 » C*i , . . . , Ui , Ui

It is easy to see that this table is a solution of Ω0. The lemma is proved.

An elementary generalized equation is called true if it has a solution.

A generalized equation Ω is called false in either of two cases: Ω is false with respect to

variables if Ω0 has no solution; Ω is false with respect to coefficients if for certain / andy,

where / φ j , the left boundary of the base at is the same as the left boundary of the base

a,.

LEMMA 5.3. If a generalized equation is false, then it has no solution.

PROOF. An equation that is false with respect to variables has no solution by Lemma

5.2.

Suppose an equation that is false with respect to coefficients has a solution. Then this

solution must satisfy the base situation equalities

with / φ j , i.e. must satisfy the graphical equality

which is impossible. The lemma is proved.

Since an elementary equation Ω agrees with Ω0, any elementary equation is either true

or else false with respect to variables.

A nonelementary generalized equation is called admissible if it is not false.

The next lemma follows easily from Lemma 5.1 and the appropriate definitions.

LEMMA 5.4. The set of all generalized equations consists of three mutually disjoint classes:
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true, false and admissible equations. There exists an algorithm for recognizing whether any

generalized equation is true, false, or admissible.

LEMMA 5.5. If a generalized equation Ω contains the two boundary connections

lp, *λχ» · · · > X\V U' ( 5 < 1 )

k, X%o · · · » XXk> Iq ( 5 · 2 )

and the inequality lp < lh, then it is false.

PROOF. Suppose Ω0 has the solution (3.15) in the alphabet ax. This solution must satisfy

both the boundary connection (5.1) and the boundary connection (5.2). Therefore, on

one hand, there exist nonempty words (3.16) such that conditions (3.17)-(3.20) are

satisfied, and, on the other, there exist nonempty words B\, . . . , Bk and C[, . . . , C'k
such that

Lh ^

fe 3 1 Lq.

Combining these equalities, we obtain B{ ΙΞ: B- for 1 = 1, . . . , k; hence Lp — Lh. Since

this solution satisfies lp < lh, it follows that 3 (Lp) < 3 (LA). This contradiction shows that

Ω0 has no solution, i.e. Ω is false. The lemma is proved.

The proofs of the next two lemmas are analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.5.

LEMMA 5.6. If a generalized equation Ω contains the two boundary connections

*p> -£\ t> · · · > -̂ λ/j? <r

and the inequality lq < lr, then it is false.

LEMMA 5.7. // the boundary /, is an original or concluding boundary of some boundary

connection of Ω, then Ω is false.

As is evident from its definition (see §3), a generalized equation Ω contains a whole

series of parameters.

The parameter ω uniquely determines the coefficient alphabet of Ω.

The parameter η determines the number of pairs of *-variables.

The parameter ρ determines the number of boundaries.

The list of inequalities in the boundary comparison table / < Ιβι, . . . , /^ < /^ is

uniquely determined by the list of ordered pairs

( c d , β , ) , . · . , ( a u , β « ) . ( 5 . 3 )
The parameter m determines the number of bases which are not variables.

The functions ψ(/), a(i) and /?(/) determine the base situation table of Ω.

The parameter τ determines the number of initial boundaries (see (3.8)).

The unordered list of numbers

ii, · · · , it, (5.4)
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chosen from 1, . . ., p, determines the initial boundaries.
In addition, let μ be the number of boundary connections of Ω, and let δ be the

maximum length of the paths of all boundary connections of Ω.
Each boundary connection of the form (3.9) is uniquely determined by the vector

(Ρ, λ,, . . . , λ*, q). (5.5)

Thus, a generalized equation Ω is uniquely determined by the parameters ω, η, ρ, m, τ,
μ, δ, the functions \p(i), a(i), /?(/), the list of ordered pairs (5.3), the list of numbers (5.4),
and a list of μ vectors of the form (5.5).

By the principal parameters of a generalized equation Ω we mean the parameters n, m,
τ and δ, where η is the number of pairs of x-variables, m is the number of bases which
are not variables, τ is the number of initial boundaries, and δ is the maximum length of
the paths of all boundary connections.

LEMMA 5.8. There exists a recursive function F(n, m, τ, δ) such that the number of
distinct normalized admissible generalized equations whose principal parameters are bound-
ed by n0, m0, τ0 and δ0 does not exceed F(n0, m0, τ0, δ0).

PROOF. Since the function ψ(ζ) defined on the set {In + 1, . . . , In + m) assumes all
values of the set (1, . . . , ω), it follows that

<o<m. (5.6)

The number of terminal boundaries of Ω does not exceed the number of bases of this
equation, i.e. the number 2« + m. If σ is the number of essential boundaries, then

o^2n + m+x. (5.7)

The number of distinct paths of boundary connections whose length does not exceed δ
is bounded by the number (2n + l)s. According to condition D.5, the number of distinct
concluding boundaries does not exceed the number of bases, i.e. the number In + m. By
Lemma 5.5, in a normalized admissible generalized equation the original boundary of
any boundary connection is uniquely determined by the path of this connection and the
concluding boundary. Thus, the total number of distinct boundary connections which
can be defined in a normalized admissible equation does not exceed (2« + \f(2n + m).
In particular,

μ^(2η+1)6(2η + ηι). (5.8)

By condition D.4 and Lemma 5.5, in a normalized admissible generalized equation the
number of inessential boundaries does not exceed the number of boundary connections,
and hence

ρ ^ μ + σ. (5.9)

From (5.7)-(5.9) we obtain

p^(2/z+l) e(2/z + m ) + 2 « + m+T. (5.10)

The number of distinct functions ψ(ί) does not exceed ω"1.
The number of distinct functions a(i) and the number of distinct functions /?(/') is

bounded by p2n+m.
The boundary comparison table of a normalized admissible generalized equation is

uniquely determined by the number p.
The number of distinct lists of initial boundaries does not exceed 2P.
Two lists of boundary connections are distinct if one list contains a boundary
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connection not contained in the other. We have shown that the total number of distinct
boundary connections does not exceed (2n + \f(2n + m). Consequently, the number of
distinct lists of boundary connections does not exceed

We have proved that the parameters of a normalized admissible generalized equation
are bounded by certain recursive functions of the principal parameters. Consequently,
there exists a recursive function F(n, m, τ, δ) such that the number of distinct normal-
ized admissible generalized equations whose principal parameters are bounded by n0, m^,
τ0 and δ0 does not exceed F(n0, m0, τ0, δ0).

§6. Normalization of generalized equations

By the length of a given solution (3.15) of a generalized equation Ω we mean the
number 9 (T).

By the vector of a base wt of a generalized equation Ω relative to a given solution (3.15)
we mean that 9 (r)-dimensional vector (0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0), in which there
are 3 (La(/)) zeros, followed by 9 (X() ones if w, is an x-variable or a single one if H>, is a
coefficient, followed by θ (-#/?(,·)) zeros.

By the distribution vector of a solution (3.15) we mean the vector equal to the sum of all
vectors of the bases relative to (3.15). We order distribution vectors of the same
dimension lexicographically.

By the path index of a generalized equation we mean the ordered pair (b, c), where b is
the number of occurrences of duals of leading bases in the paths of all boundary
connections and c is the sum of the lengths of all paths.(2) We order path indices
lexicographically.

By the index of a solution (3.15) of a generalized equation Ω we mean the ordered triple

(d{T)t(rlt . . . , rm),(b,c)),

where 9(Γ) is the length of solution (3.15), {rx, . . ., r 9 ( r ) ) is the distribution vector of
solution (3.15), and (σ, c) is the path index of the generalized equation. We order indices
of solutions lexicographically, viewing them as 3-dimensional vectors.

LEMMA 6.1. For any admissible generalized equation Ω it is possible to construct a list of

generalized equations

Ωι, · · · , Ω, (6.1)

such that the following conditions are satisfied.

1) Each Ω,· in (6.1) either is admissible and satisfies condition N.I, or else is false.

2) The principal parameters of each Ω, in (6.1) do not exceed the corresponding

parameters ο/Ω.

3) The path index of each Ω, in (6.1) does not exceed the path index ο/Ω.

4) IfQ has a solution with index I and exponent of periodicity s, then some Ω, in (6.1) has

a solution with index Ix, where /, < /, and exponent of periodicity s. If some Ω, in (6.1) has

a solution, then so does Ω.

PROOF. We will first prove that the boundary comparison table of an admissible
generalized equation cannot simultaneously contain /, < lj and /, < /,·. Indeed, if the

(2) Added in proof. The path index should be defined as the vector (δ, ce, c 5 _ , , . . . , c,), where δ is as before
and c, is the number of boundary connections with path length i.
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comparison table of a generalized equation Ω contains both of these inequalities, then,

since Ω is admissible, the generalized equation Ω0 has a solution (3.15), in a one-letter

alphabet ax, such that 3 (L,) < 3 (Lj) and 3 (LJ) < 3 (Lt), which is impossible.

Boundaries l{ and lj are called comparable if the boundary comparison table contains

either lt < lj or lj < /,, and they are called noncomparable otherwise.

We will prove the lemma by induction on the number of noncomparable pairs of

boundaries.

Basis of the induction. Suppose that each pair of boundaries of Ω is comparable. Then

the inequalities of the boundary comparison table can be written in the form lq, < lq,+i

(i = 1, . . . , ρ — 1), where qx = 1 and qp = p. (We do not explicitly list the transitive

consequences.) Renumbering the boundaries as follows: lq -»/,•(/ = 2, . . . , ρ — 1), we

obtain an admissible generalized equation satisfying condition N.I for which all

assertions of the lemma are satisfied trivially.

Inductive step. Assume the lemma is true for all admissible generalized equations with

less than h noncomparable pairs of boundaries, where h > 0, and suppose Ω contains h

noncomparable pairs.

Suppose the boundaries lt and lj of Ω are noncomparable. We construct a generalized

equation Ω, by adding to the boundary comparison table of Ω the inequality /, < lj and

closing the resulting list of inequalities with respect to transitivity. We construct a

generalized equation Ω2 by adding to the boundary comparison table of Ω the inequality

lj < lj and closing the resulting list of inequalities with respect to transitivity. We

construct a generalized equation Ω3 by identifying in Ω the boundaries /, and lj (i.e.

throughout the description of Ω we replace the variables lj and η by /, and η, and then

delete one of each two coincident variables and conditions).

Since Ω is admissible, it is nonelementary. By construction, each of Ω1? Ω2 and Ω3 is

nonelementary; hence each is not true. By Lemma 5.4, each of Ω,, Ω2 and Ω3 is either

false or admissible.

The principal parameters of Ω,, Ω2 and Ω3 agree with the corresponding principal

parameters of Ω in all cases but one: if both boundaries /, and lj are initial in Ω, then the

number of initial boundaries of Ω3 is one less than the number of initial boundaries of Ω.

It is easy to see that the number of occurrences of duals of leading bases and the sum

of the lengths of the paths of all boundary connections of each Ω, in the list Ω,, Ω2, Ω3 do

not exceed the corresponding number and sum for Ω.

It is also easy to see that any table of words (3.15) which is a solution of some Ω, in the

list Ω,, Ω2, Ω3 is at the same time a solution of Ω. If a table of words (3.15) is a solution of

Ω, then this table is a solution of Ω! if 3 (L,) < 3 (Lj), a solution of Ω2 if 3 (LJ) < 3 (Lj),

and a solution of Ω3 if 3 (L,) = 3 (LJ).

By Lemma 5.4, we can distinguish the admissible equations among Ω1? Ω2 and Ω3. Any

admissible equation in this list contains less than h noncomparable pairs of boundaries.

By the inductive assumption, for each such equation it is possible to construct a list

of generalized equations for which all four conditions of the lemma are satisfied.

Combining the lists thus constructed with the false equations among Ω,, Ω2 and Ω3, we

obtain the desired list of generalized equations.

LEMMA 6.2. Suppose an admissible generalized equation Ω satisfying condition N.I

contains a boundary connection with a superfluous subpath. Then it is possible to construct a

generalized equation Ω, such that the following conditions are satisfied.

1) Ω, is admissible and satisfies condition N.I.
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2) The principal parameters ofΩ, do not exceed the corresponding parameters ο/Ω.

3) The path index ofUx is smaller than the path index ο/Ω.

4) // Ω has a solution with index I and exponent of periodicity s, then Ω, has a solution

with index /,, where Ix < I, and exponent of periodicity s. //Ω, has a solution, then so does

Ω.

PROOF. Suppose the boundary connection

ip, π 0 , itj, χχΗ, π 2 , χ λ β, π 3 , π 4 , lq, (6.2)

where the π, are subpaths, contains the subpath with no shift

« i . *Xh, ^2»
 Χλδ» ^3· ( 6 · 3 )

Suppose \h = Xg and the subpath

« 2 . x*.g (6.4)

is superfluous in the subpath (6.3) of the boundary connection (6.2). Delete from (6.2)

the subpath (6.4). We obtain the sequence

lp, π 0 , rtlf xxh, jt3, π 4 , lq. (6.5)

Since λΛ = \ , this sequence satisfies conditions (3.10)—(3.12) and can therefore be a

boundary connection of Ω.

Let Ω, be the generalized equation obtained as a result of replacing (6.2) by (6.5) in Ω.

Since under the passage Ω —> Ω, the boundary comparison table of Ω is not affected,

Ω, satisfies condition N.I. The parameters n, m, τ of Ω, agree with the n, m, τ of Ω, and

the parameter δ of Ω, does not exceed the δ of Ω. The path index of Ω1 is smaller than

the path index of Ω.

Suppose Ω has a solution (3.15) with index / and exponent of periodicity s. We will

prove that (3.15) is also a solution of Ω̂  It suffices to prove that (3.15) satisfies the

boundary connection (6.5).

By assumption, (3.15) satisfies (6.2), i.e. there exist nonempty words Bx, . . . , Bk and

C,, . . . , Ck such that conditions (3.17)-(3.20) are satisfied for (6.2).

Since the subpath (6.3) has no shift, for any pair x^, x^+i of this subpath we have

La(Ki+l) ~3Z La(A(ki))', (6.6)

hence, in view of (3.19), for any pair x^, A:^+| of (6.3) we have

Bt^BUl. (6.7)

If the path π2, πΛ is nonempty, then, by (3.19), for the boundary connection (6.2) we have

La(A(Kg))Bg ΖΣ: La(xg+l)Bg+l. (6.8)

Since, in view of (6.7), Bh i°z Bg and \h = Xg, it follows from (6.8) that

and hence (3.19) is satisfied for (6.5). Conditions (3.18) and (3.20) are obvious.

If the path ττ3, π 4 is empty, then condition (3.20) for the boundary connection (6.2)

says that

Bg -Σ: l q . (6-9)
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Since Bh 3 : Bg and λΑ = \, it follows from (6.9) that (3.20) is satisfied for (6.5).

Conditions (3.18) and (3.19) are obvious.

We have proved that any table of words which is a solution of Ω is also a solution of

Ω,. Consequently, the solutions of Ω and of Ω, have the same exponent of periodicity,

length and distribution vector. Since the path index of Ω, is smaller than the path index

of Ω, the index of the solution of Ω, is smaller than /.

We will now prove that Ω, is admissible. Since Ω is admissible, it is nonelementary, not

false with respect to variables, and not false with respect to coefficients. Under the

passage Ω —> Ω, the coefficient alphabet and base situation table are not affected; hence

Ω, is nonelementary and not false with respect to coefficients. Since Ω is admissible, Ω0

has a solution. We can show, exactly as above for Ω, that any table of words (3.15), in

the one-letter alphabet ax, which is a solution of Ω0 is also a solution of Ω°.

Consequently, Ω° has a solution and Ω, is not false with respect to variables.

Suppose Ω, has a solution (3.15). To prove that (3.15) is a solution of Ω it suffices to

prove that it satisfies the boundary connection (6.2).

If the subpath ττ3, ττ4 of (6.5) is nonempty, there exist nonempty words

Bu . . . , Bh, Bg+u · • ·, Bkt

such that

Xx^Bfit ( i = l f ..., h,g+\, ..., k) (6.10)

and

t 3= La(Kl+1)Bi+i (i = 1, · ·.» h — 1),

La(A(kh))Bh ZsZ Lalkg+1yBg+1, (6.11)

)Bf 2= £α(λ / + 1 )β/+ι (/ =g + 1» · · · , k — 1) ,

k ̂  Lq,

and if the subpath π3, π4 is empty, there exist nonempty words Bx, . . . , Bh and

C,, . . . , Ch such that

^ (t = l , . . . , h) (6.12)

and

(i = 1 , . . . , h — 1), (6.13)

h I°I Lq.

By assumption, each variable in the subpath TT2, X\ occurs among the variables of iru x^,

iTy We construct nonempty words Bh+l, . . . , Bg and C A + , , . . . , C g for the words

Ar

Afc+|, . . . , Χχ in such a way that the constructed decompositions coincide with the

corresponding decompositions of the words in the subpath w,, x^, π3.

Since the subpath (6.3) has no shift, for any pair x^, χλι+ι of this subpath we have

Ζ,α(λί+ι):°: £ α ( Δ ( λ ΐ ) ) . Consequently, for any pair JC^, Χχ,+ι of the subpath iru x^, π3 we have

Bj i°z Bi+,, and hence, by construction, for any pair x^, x^+t of (6.3) we have Bt τ°ζ Bl+V
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Therefore, using (6.11) if the subpath π3,7τ4 is nonempty or (6.13) if π3, ττ4 is empty, we

obtain that conditions (3.17H3.20) are satisfied for the boundary connection (6.2);

hence the table of words (3.15) satisfies (6.2).

LEMMA 6.3. Suppose an admissible generalized equation Ω satisfying condition N.I has a

unique leading base and contains a boundary connection with a loop. Then it is possible to

construct a list of generalized equations

Qlt ..., Ωτ (6.14)

such that the following conditions are satisfied.

1) Each Ω, in (6.14) is either admissible or false.

2) The principal parameters of each Ω, in (6.14) do not exceed the corresponding

parameters of Ω.

3) The path index of each Ω, in (6.14) is smaller than the path index of Ω.

4) // Ω has a solution with index I and exponent of periodicity s, then some Ω, in (6.14)
has a solution with index Ix, where Ix < /, and exponent of periodicity s. If some Ω, in

(6.14) has a solution, then so does Ω.

PROOF. By hypothesis, Ω contains a boundary connection

lp, J t t , #Δ(ν), Xv, JT2, lq, (6 .15)

where mx and ιτ2 are subpaths of the connection and xv is the carrier of the equation. We

may assume that πχ does not contain a loop.

If πχ contains the variable xA{v), then, since the unique leading base of Ω is the carrier

xv, it follows from (3.11) that xv occurs immediately after x^, i.e. the subpath πχ

contains a loop. Consequently, πχ does not contain the dual of the carrier; hence πχ does

not contain the duals of the leading bases of Ω.

The subpath πχ can be empty or nonempty. Accordingly, we consider two cases.

Case 1.7Tj is empty.

The subpath π2 can also be empty or nonempty. Accordingly, we consider two

subcases.

Case 1.1. π2 is empty.

Since Ω is admissible, Ω0 has some solution

Λ ι, . . . , A n , A n + 1 , . . . , A2n>
(6.16)

£»!, . . . , Lp, Hi, · -., Hp, 1

in the one-letter alphabet ax. This solution satisfies the boundary connection (6.15) with

empty subpaths ττχ and π 2 . Consequently, there exist nonempty words Bx, B2, C, and C 2

such that

(P. 17)

It follows easily from (6.17) that Lp^z Lq. If ρ Φ q, then, in view of condition N.I, the
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solution (6.16) must satisfy d (Lp) < 3 (Lq) or θ (Lg) < d (Lp), which is impossible. There-
fore, ρ = q, and in our case the boundary connection (6.15) has the form

Lp, XA(V), Xvy lp· (6.1 o)

Delete (6.18) from Ω, and denote the resulting equation by Ω,.
Obviously, any solution of Ω is a solution of Ω{, and any solution of Ω0 is a solution of

QJ.
Therefore, since Ω is admissible and the passage Ω —> Ω, does not affect the coefficient

alphabet and the base situation table, it follows that Ω, is admissible.
Under the passage Ω —> Ω, the parameters n, m and τ remain the same, 8 may

decrease, and the number of occurrences of duals of leading bases may decrease.
Suppose Ω, has a solution (3.15). We will prove that (3.15) is a solution of Ω. It suffices

to prove that (3.15) satisfies the boundary connection (6.18).
Since Ω contains (6.18), we know by (3.12) that the boundary comparison table of Ω

contains the inequalities

Ip"^ ί β ( Δ ( ν ) ) .

The inequalities are also contained in the comparison table of ΩΡ Consequently,

τ -TTT R

-Lp-2-.La (Δ (v)) ^ l >

where Bx and Cx are certain nonempty words.
Defining B2 r^ Bx and C2 ^ C,, we see that all of the equalities (6.17) are satisfied;

hence (3.15) satisfies the boundary connection (6.18).
Case 1.2. ττ2 is nonempty.
In this case the boundary connection (6.15) has the form

lp, x M v ) t x v , x%3, Jtg, lq. (6.19)

Since Ω is admissible, Ω0 has a solution (6.16) in the one-letter alphabet av This solution
satisfies (6.19), i.e. there exist nonempty words Bx, . . . , Bk and C\, . . . , Ck such that
(3.17)-(3.20) are satisfied, i.e. X^ ^z 5,(7, (i = 1, . . . , k), where λ, = Δ(ρ) and λ2 = ν,
and

=§= La(K3)B3, (6.20)

(ί = 3, . . . , k — 1),

Consequently, Lp ̂ z La(Xj)B3. Since XXj zn B3C3, where B3 and C3 are nonempty words, it
follows from condition N. 1 that the comparison table of Ω contains the inequalities

α̂(λ3) <Llp<i W,). (6.21)

In view of (6.21), conditions (3.10)—(3.12) are satisfied for the sequence

lp> λ 'λ 3» Λ2, lq\ (6.22)

hence this sequence can be a boundary connection of Ω.
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Thus, the system flj obtained as a result of replacing the boundary connection (6.19)

of Ω by (6.22) is a generalized equation.

We will prove that any solution of Ω is a solution of Ω̂  It suffices to prove that a table

of words (3.15) satisfying (6.19) also satisfies (6.22).

Suppose a table of words (3.15) satisfies the boundary connection (6.19). Then there

exist nonempty words Bx, . . . , Bk and C,, . . . , Ck such that Χχ.^ #,C, (/ = 1, . . . , k),

where λχ = Δ(Ϊ>) and λ2 = ν, and the equalities (6.20) are satisfied. These equalities imply

that Lp m LaiXj)B2, from which it follows that (3.15) satisfies (6.22).

In exactly the same way we can prove that any solution of Ω0 is a solution of Ω°, from

which it follows that Ω1 is admissible.

Under the passage Ω —> Ω1 the boundary comparison table remains the same, the

parameters n, m and τ remain the same, and the parameter δ may decrease. The number

of occurrences of duals of leading bases decreases.

Suppose Ω, has a solution (3.15). Then (3.15) satisfies the boundary connection (6.22),

i.e. there exist nonempty words

S s B"· (6.23)
C3, . . . , w

such that X^-BfCi (i = 3, . . . , k) and

(i — 3 , . . . , k—1), (6.24)

According to (3.10), the boundary comparison table of Ω contains for the connection

(6.19) the inequalities

We define a word Bx by the equality Lp^iL^^^By. Next, define B2^±BX. Then

Χ Δ ( μ ) ^ i BXCX and Xv m B2C2 for certain nonempty words Cx and C2.

Add the words Bx, B2, Cx and C2 to the list (6.23). The resulting list of words satisfies

(6.20). Consequently, the table (3.15) satisfies the boundary connection (6.19); hence it is

a solution of Ω.

Case 2. π, is nonempty.

In this case the boundary connection (6.15) has the form

Ιρι #λ!» · · · » χλί_ι, Χλ^ *Δ(ν)» *ν» Λ2» U' (6.25)

We will prove that the sequence

lPy X\t, . . . » χ λ ^ ν *kt> rt2» U (6.26)

can be a boundary connection of Ω. It suffices to prove that if π2 is nonempty and Λ ^ + 3 is

the first element of m2, then the comparison table contains the inequality

and if m2 is empty, then the comparison table contains the inequalities
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In the first case the desired inequality holds because, in view of (3.11), for the pairs
xA(v) and xv, x^ of (6.25) we have

In the second case, since Ω is admissible and therefore Ω0 has a solution (6.16) in the
one-letter alphabet a,, we have for certain nonempty words 2?, and C, the following
equalities:

Xxt z°z Β tCt,

ti2 ^ Lq.

Consequently, θ(£α ( Δ ( λ < ) )) <d(Lq) <^{La{^))X^) and, in view of condition N.I, the
comparison table contains the desired inequalities.

Let Ω' denote the generalized equation obtained from Ω by replacing the boundary
connection (6.25) by (6.26).

We consider the two possibilities β(Α(\)) < β(Α(ν)) and β(Α(ρ)) < /?(Δ(λ,)).
Case 2.1. β(Δ(\))< β(Α(ρ)).
We will prove that in this case the equation Ω' is the desired one.
Since Ω is nonelementary, Ω' is nonelementary. Consequently Ω' is not true; hence, by

Lemma 5.4, it is either admissible or false.
Suppose Ω has a solution (3.15) with index / and exponent of periodicity s. Then (3.15)

satisfies the boundary connection (6.25). Hence there exist nonempty words 2?, and C,
such that

Xht SL BtCt,

Xv 251

where Ax is La(Xi+3)Bl+3 if π2 = x^+ 3, ir'2 a n d * A , + 3 — Bt+3Ct+3 a n d i s L

q

 i f ^2 i s empty.

These equalities easily imply that (3.15) satisfies (6.26) and is therefore a solution of Ω'.
It is easy to see that the path index decreases under the passage Ω -»Ω'.
Suppose Ω' has a solution (3.15). Then (3.15) satisfies the boundary connection (6.26).

Consequently, there exist nonempty words Bi and C, such that
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where Ax is La{X<+i)Bt+3 if ir2 = * w ir'2 and X^^z Bt+3Ct+3, and is Lq if ττ2 is empty.

By assumption, β(Δ(λ,)) < β(Δ(ίΟ). According to (3.11), for the pair * v x m of the

boundary connection (6.25) we have α(Δ(ν)) < α(Δ(λ,)). It follows from these two

inequalities that we can determine nonempty words Bt+X and C l + 1 such that

L B ^ La(A(v))Bt+ij

We now define Bt+2^±Bi+l and C , + 2 ^ ± C,+ 1. Then all of the equalities (6.27) are

satisfied; hence (3.15) satisfies (6.25), from which it follows that (3.15) is a solution of Ω.

Case 2.2. β (Δ(ν))< β (A(Xt)).

We will construct generalized equations

Ωο, Ωχ, . . . , Qt-U Ω;, . . . , QU, (6.28)

using the generalized equation Ω' and the boundary connection (6.25).

We obtain Ωο from Ω' by adding the boundary / p + 1 , the inequalities

I, (6.29)

and the boundary connection

lp+i> λ'λρ · · · » χλ? β̂(Δ(ν))· (6.30)

We obtain Ω,, (ζ = 1, . . . , t - 1) from Ω' by adding the boundary / p + 1 , the inequalities

*β(Δ(λ,)) < ίρ+1 < ^β(λί+1) ( 6 · 3 0

and the boundary connection

/p+i» Χλ^, . . . » x%.? ̂ β(Δ(ν))· (6-32)

We obtain Ω* (/ = 1, . . . , t - 1) from Ω' by adding the inequality

and the boundary connection

/ ^ (6.34)

We will prove that the boundary connections (6.30), (6.32) and (6.34) satisfy

conditions (3.10H3.12).

Condition (3.10) for the connection (6.30) follows from (6.29) and condition (3.10) for

the connection (6.25). Condition (3.10) for the connection (6.32) follows from (6.31),

condition (3.7) for the pair /α ( Δ ( λ ) ), Ιβ(Α(λι)), and condition (3.11) for the pair /α(λ_+ι), /α ( Δ ( λ ) ).

Condition (3.10) for the connection (6.34) follows from (6.33), condition (3.7) for the pair
/«(Δ(\))» W(\»> a n d condition (3.11) for the pair /α(λ_+ι), / α ( Δ Λ ) ) .

Condition (3.11) for the connections (6.30), (6.32) and (6.34) follows from condition

(3.11) for the connection (6.25).

Condition (3.12) for the connections (6.30), (6.32) and (6.34) follows from the

condition defining Case 2.2 and from the condition

which holds for any boundary connection of an admissible equation.

Each equation in (6.28) is nonelementary and therefore not true, hence, by Lemma 5.4,

either false or admissible.

The principal parameters of the constructed equations agree with those of Ω. We
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consider the new boundary / p + 1 to be inessential, hence not initial. The presence of the
boundary connections (6.30), (6.32) and (6.34) guarantees condition D.4. Condition D.5
is obvious.

The path index of each equation in (6.28) is smaller than the path index of Ω. Indeed,
the number of occurrences of duals of leading bases in the paths of all boundary
connections of Ω' is less than the corresponding number for Ω, since the loop eliminated
in the passage Ω —*• Ω' contains the variable x^, and the carrier is a leading base. At the
very beginning of the lemma we proved that the subpath χλι,. .., x^ of (6.25) contains
no duals of leading bases. Consequently, addition of the boundary connections (6.30),
(6.32) and (6.34) to Ω' does not increase the number of duals of leading bases.

Suppose Ω has a solution (3.15). We will prove that this table of words is a solution of
some equation in the list (6.28).

We proved in Case 2.1 that any table of words which is a solution of Ω is also a
solution of Ω'. Therefore, it suffices to prove that (3.15) satisfies either (6.29) and (6.30),
or (6.31) and (6.32) for some / = 1, . . . , / — 1, or (6.33) and (6.34) for some i = 1, . . ., /
- 1.

Since (3.15) satisfies the connection (6.25), there exist nonempty words Bx, . . . , Bk

and C,, . . . , Ck such that

(t==l f . . . . k), (6.35)

La(A(K())Bt zn
τ ρ

La(A(».j)fl/ 21 La(XJ+1)Bf+1 (j := / -j- 2, . . . , k—l),

La{A(Xk))Bk'^.Lq,

where xv is the carrier of the equation and

λ ί + 1 = Δ(ν),
(6.37)

By the assumption defining the case,

^βίΔ )̂) =2i LfiMV))Kt (6.38)

for some nonempty word Kt. Consequently,

and, by (6.36),

CpzCt+lKt. (6.39)

We denote the word C,+, by H.
We consider two possibilities: t = 1 and t > 1.
Case 2.2.1./ = 1.
In this case the equation Ωο has a solution. Indeed, define

Lp+i ^- La(kt)BtH.

Next, using (6.35) and (6.39), decompose the word A^ into nonempty words BtH and Kr
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As a result, the following equalities and inequalities are satisfied:

d(Lp)<d(LP+1)<d(L^t)).

Consequently, in this case the table of words (3.15) satisfies the new inequalities

and the new boundary connection

i.e. it is a solution of Ωο.
Case 2.2.2. t > 1.
Comparing the lengths of the words in the pairs

and
and

i)) a n d

we see that either each left word is longer than the corresponding right word, or there
exists a largest / such that the /th left word is shorter than the ith right word or equal to it
in length. Accordingly, we divide this case into three subcases.

Case 2.2.2.1.

(6.40)

It follows from (6.36), (6.39), and (6.40), by induction on the number of conditions
(6.40), that

CfsiHKi 0 = 1 , . . · , t-\) (6.41)

for certain nonempty words Ku . . . , Kt_v Define

Using (6.39) and (6.41), we decompose the words X^ (J = \, . . . , t) into subwords B'}
and Kj, where B'jZ°i BjH. From the first equality in (6.36), (6.42), the first equality in
(6.41), and the fact that Η and Kx are nonempty we obtain

d(Lp)<d(LP+i)<d(Lmi)).

Since, according to (6.37), \ + 1 = Δ(ρ), we obtain from (6.42) and (6.36) the following
graphical equalities:

i+iH ( i = . l, . . . . ί—1),

La(A(kt))BtH ΙΞΓ Ζ,β(Δ(ν))·
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Consequently, the table of words (3.15) satisfies the 'nequalities

and the boundary connection

i.e. it is a solution of Ωο.
Case 2.2.2.2. For some / < / — 1,

+2),
(oA3)

d (La(Kt)BtH).

As in Case 2.2.2.1, we obtain

! = i+l, . . . , t-\) (6.44)

for certain nonempty words Ki+l, . . . , Kt_x. It follows from the first condition in (6.43)
that Hzm CM.. Define

•"»·"••/•
L p+x ̂  La(Xl+1)Bi+1H. (6.45)

Using (6.39) and (6.44), we decompose the words X^ (j = i + 1,...,/) into subwords
Bj and Kjt where Bj 3 : 5,.ΛΓ. From the first inequality in (6.43), the first equality in (6.44),
and the fact that Η and Ki+l are nonempty we obtain the inequalities

d (LfHA(ki))) < d (Lp+ι) < d (Ζ,β(λί+1)).

Since, according to (6.37), \+x = Δ(ν), we obtain from (6.45) and (6.36) the following
graphical equalities:

L p + 1 Ί°Ζ

Consequently, the table of words (3.15) satisfies the inequalities

and the boundary connection

i.e. it is a solution of Ω,.
Case 2.2.2.3. For some / < t - 1,

> <? (La(xi+2)Bi+2H),

As in Case 2.2.2.1, we obtain

(/ = i + 1 , . . ., i—1) (6.47)
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for certain nonempty words Ki+l,..., £,_, . It follows from the first condition in (6.46)

that H^zC^ Using (6.39) and (6.47), we decompose the words Χχ. (J = i + \, . . ., t)

into subwords Bj and Kp where Bj s : BjH. From the equality in (6.46), the first equality

in (6.47), and the fact that Ki+X is nonempty we obtain the inequality

d (ί̂ Δίλ,») < d (Ζ-β(λί+1>).

From (6.36) and (6.37) we obtain

£β(Δ(λ£)) 3 : La(%i+1)Bl+1Ht

31 La{\j+l)Bj+1H (} = ί -f 1, . . . , ί — 1),

Consequently, the table of words (3.15) satisfies the inequality

and the boundary connection

i.e. it is a solution of Ω,.

Suppose some equation in the list (6.28) has a solution ©. Then obviously Ω' has a

solution which either agrees with 25 or is obtained from it by deleting the component

L +l. Suppose this solution of Ω' is the table of words (3.15).

Then (3.15) satisfies the boundary connection (6.26), i.e. there exist nonempty words

Bu . . . , θ<-ι, Bt, Bt+3, . . ., Bk,
( 6 . 4 8 )

s u c h t h a t

Xi^Bfit ( t = l , . . . , / , / - Η 3 , . . . , Λ),

La(A(X;))BiZ£.La(Xi+1)Bi+l (ί = 1 , . . -. , / — Ι),
_ , R (6.49)

+1)Bi+1 (i=t \-3, . . . , β — 1 ) ,

La(A(Kk))Bk 31 L^.

We want to prove that (3.15) is a solution of Ω, and for this purpose it suffices to prove

that it satisfies the boundary connection (6.25).

To prove that (3.15) satisfies (6.25) we must find nonempty words Bt+i, Bt+2, C / + 1 and

Cl + 2 such that A^ s" BjC^i = t + 1, t + 2) and the equalities (6.36) hold. In view of

(6.49) and (6.37), we need only prove that

d (£β ( Δ (ν))) > d (LaiA{Xt))Bt). (6.50)

We will prove that if the table of words © satisfies (6.30), (6.32) or (6.34), then (6.50)

holds.

Suppose Φ satisfies (6.30). Then there exist nonempty words B\, . . . , B't and
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C{, . . . , C; such that

Xx.^B-Q (i = l, . . . , / ) ,

Lp+i^LalkjBi,

— τ p' /• ι / i \

-a. La(KUl)Di+1 (I = 1, . . . , ί — 1),

According to (6.29), L p + , r°i Z^C for some nonempty word C

Comparing (6.49) and (6.51), we see successively that for each / = 1, . . . , / we have

B; S : £.C; hence (6.50) holds.

Suppose 3) is a solution of Ω,. Then it satisfies a boundary connection of type (6.32),

and hence there exist nonempty words B'i+l, . . . , B't and C/+1, . . . , C't such that

+1,
La(A(Kj))Bf 2Γ La{K}+1)Bf+i (j = I -f 1, . . . , / — 1 ),

According to (6.31), Lp + 11°: L^^BjC for some nonempty word C. From this equality

and (6.49) we obtain

Lp+i Z°Z La(X{+1)Bi+1C.

Comparing (6.49) and (6.52), we see successively that for eachy = / + 1, . . . , / we

have B- :°= BjC; hence (6.50) holds.

Suppose the table of words (3.15) obtained from © as indicated above is a solution of

Ω*. Then it satisfies a boundary connection of type (6.33); hence there exist nonempty

words B'i+X, . . ., B't and C/+1, . . . , C/ such that

Χλ.mBjCj (j = i f 1, . . . , /),

La(Xi+1)Bi+1,

+1 (j = i 4-1, . . . , t — 1),

t =°I Ζ,β(Δ(ν))·

Since Ζ^(ΔΛ))3Τ L^^B^ and, according to (6.49), L p m d ^ La(^+i)Bi+iCit we see

successively, on comparing (6.49) and (6.53), that for all 7 = / + 1, . . . , t we have

B'jja BjCi\ hence (6.50) holds.

LEMMA 6.4. Suppose an admissible generalized equation Ω satisfying condition N. 1 has a

unique leading base and contains a boundary connection with a loop. Then it is possible to

construct a list of generalized equations Q,x, . . . , Ωρ such that the following conditions are

satisfied.

1) Each Ω, either is admissible and satisfies condition N.I, or else is false.

2) The principal parameters of each Ω, do not exceed the corresponding parameters ί>/Ω.

3) The path index of each Ω, is less than the path index ο/Ω.

4) If Ω has a solution with index I and exponent of periodicity s, then some Ω, has a

solution with index 7,, where 7, < 7, and exponent of periodicity s. If some Ω, has a

solution, then so does Ω.
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PROOF. For the given equation Ω we construct, in accordance with Lemma 6.3, a list of

equations (6.14), each of which is either admissible or false. Using the algorithm of

Lemma 5.4, we distinguish the admissible equations in the list (6.14), and for each

admissible equation we construct, in accordance with Lemma 6.1, a list of equations,

each of which either is admissible and satisfies condition N.I, or is false. Combining all

of the constructed lists together with the false equations in (6.14), we obtain the desired

list.

LEMMA 6.5. Suppose an admissible generalized equation Ω satisfying condition N.I

contains a boundary connection with a majorized variable. Then it is possible to construct a

generalized equation Slx such that the following conditions are satisfied.

1) Ω, is admissible and satisfies condition N.I.

2) The principal parameters of SI x do not exceed the corresponding parameters ο/Ω.

3) The path index of$lx is less than the path index ο/Ω.

4) // Ω has a solution with index I and exponent of periodicity s, then Ω1 has a solution

with index /,, where Ix < I, and exponent of periodicity s. 7/Ω, has a solution, then so does

Ω.

PROOF. In accordance with the definition of a majorized variable we consider three

cases.

Case 1. The majorized variable is the beginning of the path of a boundary connection.

In this case the given boundary connection has the form

lP, * * „ π , lqt (6.54)

where the variable χλ[ is matched with its dual and π is some subpath. We consider two

subcases.

Case 1.1.77- is empty.

Since Ω is admissible, Ω0 has a solution (6.16), in the one-letter alphabet a,, which

satisfies the boundary connection (6.54) with empty subpath IT. Consequently, there exist

nonempty words Bx and Cx such that

Bi 721 Lq.

Since the variable χλι is matched with its dual, it follows that Α*(λ,) — Α*(Δ(λ,»

therefore Lpz°iLq; and since Ω satisfies condition N.I, the connection (6.54) has the

form

h, *κ, lp- (6.55)

Delete the connection (6.55) and denote the resulting equation by Ω,.

Obviously, any solution of Ω is also a solution of Ω,.

Any solution of Ω0 is a solution of Ω°. From this assertion, the fact that Ω is

admissible, and the fact that the passage Ω -> Ω, does not affect the coefficient alphabet

and the base situation table it follows that Ώχ is admissible.

The passage Ω —> Ω1 does not affect the boundary comparison table; hence Ω, satisfies

condition N.I.

Under the passage Ω —» Ω! the parameters n, m and τ remain the same, the parameter

δ may decrease, the sum of the lengths of the paths of all boundary connections
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decreases, and the number of occurrences of duals of leading bases in the paths of the

boundary connections does not increase.

Suppose Ω] has a solution (3.15). According to condition (3.10) for the connection

(6.55), the boundary comparison table contains the inequalities / β ( λ ι ) < lp < ίβ(Χι). This

means that it is possible to choose a decomposition Xx^i BXCX, where Bx and C, are

nonempty, such that

Consequently, the table of words (3.15) satisfies the boundary connection (6.55) and is a

solution of Ω.

Case 1.2. π is nonempty.

In this case the connection (6.54) has the form

lp, x%x, * λ 2 , rt\ Iq, (6.56)

where the variable χ λ ι is matched. Delete the majorized variable xx from (6.56). Since Ω

is admissible, the sequence

lp, x%2, π ' , lq (6.57)

can be a boundary connection of Ω. Let Ω, denote the equation obtained from Ω by

replacing (6.56) by (6.57).

Suppose Ω has a solution (3.15). Then (3.15) satisfies the boundary connection (6.56),

i.e. there exist nonempty words Bx, . . . , Bk and Cx, . . . , Ck such that

La(A(%i))Bi m Ζ,α(λ.+ι)£/+1 (i = 2, . . . , k — 1),

=21 Lq.

Since xX[ is matched with its dual, it follows that L a ( A | ) m L a ( A ( A i ) ) and therefore that

Lp ^

Thus, the table of words (3.15) satisfies the boundary connection (6.57); hence it

satisfies Ω,.

Suppose Ω, has a solution (3.15). Then (3.15) satisfies the boundary connection (6.57),

i.e. there exist nonempty words B2, . . . , Bk and C2, . . . , Q such that

Lp ^ £/α(λ2)Ο2,

La^(ki))Bi^^-La(xl+1)Bi+i (i-= 2 , . . . , k — 1 ) ,

La(A(kk))Bk ^SI Lq.

According to condition (3.10) for the connection (6.56), the boundary comparison table

contains the inequalities

Consequently, we can construct nonempty words Bx and Cx such that

Lp^°zLa(x1)Bl,

•fox 2 : BVCX.

Then La(A(Xi))Bx =°i La(X2)B2; hence (3.15) satisfies (6.56) and is a solution of Ω.
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Case 2. The majorized variable is the end of the path of the given boundary

connection.

In this case the connection has the form

lp, ^ xKk, lq> (6.58)

where the variable xXk is matched with its dual and IT is some subpath.

If IT is empty, we are in Case 1.1. Suppose (6.58) has the form

lp, Λ '> Xkk.v *Kk, lq. (6.59)

Since Ω is admissible (in view of the fact that Ω0 has a solution), it follows easily that the

sequence

lp, x',Xkk_lt lq (6.60)

can be a boundary connection of Ω. Let £lx denote the equation obtained from Ω by

replacing (6.59) by (6.60).

Suppose Ω has a solution (3.15). Then (3.15) satisfies the boundary connection (6.59),

i.e. there exist nonempty words Bx, . . . , Bk and Cx, . . . , Ck such that

Since the variable xXk is matched, we obtain

La(kk) ~- La{A(kk))\

hence

h_.,))Bk-i I°I Lq.

According to condition (3.11) for the connection (6.59), the comparison table contains
the inequality

hence 3(L a ( A j) < 3(La(A(A^ } )). According to condition (3.12) for the connection (6.59),
the comparison table contains the inequality

The table of words (3.15) satisfies the boundary connection (6.60) and is therefore a

solution of Ω,.

Suppose Ω, has a solution (3.15). Then

hence 9 (Lq) < 3 (^α(Δ(\))^Δ(\))· Since the variable x^ is matched, we obtain

La(A(\k)) ^ La(Xk).

The desired nonempty words Bk and Ck are determined from the equalities

^z BkCk.
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The table of words (3.15) satisfies the boundary connection (6.59) and is therefore a
solution of Ω.

Case 3. The majorized variable is neither the beginning nor the end of the path of the
given boundary connection.

In this case the given connection has the form

where the variable Χχ is matched with its dual, ττ, and ττ2 are certain subpaths, and the
comparison table contains at least one of the following two inequalities:

» ( 6 · 6 2 )

· ( 6 · 6 3 )
According to condition (3.11) for the connection (6.61), the comparison table contains
the inequalities

Since the variable Χχ is matched, the comparison table contains the inequality

Therefore, the sequence

can be a boundary connection of Ω. Let Slx denote the equation obtained from Ω by
replacing (6.61) by (6.64).

Suppose Ω has a solution (3.15). Then

(6.65)
ία(Δ(λρ)βρ ^Ζ La(Kp+1) B p + i .

Since Xs is matched, we obtain

The table of words (3.15) satisfies the boundary connection (6.64) and is therefore a
solution of Ω,.

Suppose Ω, has a solution (3.15). Then

According to condition (3.11) for the connection (6.61), the comparison table contains
the inequality

/σ(λρ) < Ια(Α(λρ_χ)). (6-66)

In view of (6.66) and either of the conditions (6.62) or (6.63), we can construct nonempty
words Bp and Cp such that the equalities (6.65) hold and X^ = BpCp- It follows that
(3.15) satisfies the connection (6.61) and is therefore a solution of Ω.

NORMALIZATION LEMMA. There exists an algorithm which produces, for any admissible
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generalized equation Ω, a list of generalized equations

Ω,, ...,Ω, (6-67)

such that the following conditions are satisfied.

1) Each Ω,· in (6.67) is either normalized admissible or false.

2) The principal parameters of each Ω, in (6.67) do not exceed the corresponding

parameters of Ω.

3) // Ω has a solution with index I and exponent of periodicity s, then some Ω, in (6.67)

has a solution with index /,, where Ix < /, and exponent of periodicity s. If some Ω, in

(6.67) has a solution, then so does Ω.

PROOF. Suppose Ω is an admissible generalized equation. In accordance with Lemma

6.1, we construct a list of equations (6.1), each of which either is admissible and satisfies

condition N.I or is false, and which satisfy conditions 2) and 3) of the Normalization

Lemma. If some Ω7· in (6.1) contains a boundary connection with a superfluous subpath

or a boundary connection with a loop under the condition that this equation has a

unique leading base, or a boundary connection with a majorized variable, then, applying

Lemma 6.2, 6.4, or 6.5 respectively, we construct for Ω7· a list of generalized equations,

each of which either is admissible and satisfies condition N.I or is false, and which are

related to Ω, by conditions analogous to conditions 2) and 3) of the Normalization

Lemma. Replace Ω,· in the list (6.1) by the constructed list. The new list is composed of

admissible equations satisfying condition N.I and false equations, and satisfies

conditions 2) and 3) of the Normalization Lemma. If the new list contains an admissible

equation which is not normalized, repeat the above operation. Since each application of

this operation decreases the path index of the transformed equation, we obtain, after a

finite number of steps, the desired list of equations.

§7. Transformation of generalized equations

In an admissible generalized equation the boundary /, is essential. Indeed, according

to Lemma 5.7 it cannot be an original boundary of an admissible equation.

Consequently, in view of condition D.4, the boundary /, cannot be inessential.

An admissible equation is not elementary and not false with respect to coefficients.

Therefore, among the bases of an admissible equation are coefficients a, and a,, where

/ φ j , such that the left boundary of a, is not the same as the left boundary of Oj.

According to condition D.3, the left boundaries of ai and a, are initial, hence essential.

Thus, an admissible equation contains at least two essential boundaries.

A boundary lw is called second essential if any boundary /, such that the comparison

table contains the inequalities lx < /, < lw is inessential. It is easy to see that in a

normalized admissible generalized equation a second essential boundary is uniquely

determined. In the sequel, lw will always denote the second essential boundary of the

equation under consideration.

Suppose Ω is a normalized admissible generalized equation, and let

wVl, . . . , wVu (7.1)

be a list of all its leading bases. (Recall that a leading base is one whose left boundary is

V)
If Ω has carrier *„, then any leading base w, different from the carrier such that the

comparison table contains the inequality Ιβ{ί) < Ιβ{ν) is called a transfer base.
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MAIN LEMMA. There exists an algorithm which converts any normalized admissible

generalized equation Ω into a generalized equation Ωλ satisfying the following three

assertions.

ASSERTION 1. The principal parameters n, m, r of Ω, do not exceed the corresponding

parameters of Ω.

ASSERTION 2. //"Ω has a solution with index I and exponent of periodicity s, then Ώχ has a

solution with index Ix and exponent of periodicity sx, where Ix < I and sx < s.

ASSERTION 3. If Ώχ has a solution, then so does Ω.

PROOF. According to the nature of the leading bases and the position of the second
essential boundary lw, we distinguish the following seven types of normalized admissible
generalized equations.

Type Ι. Ω has no carrier.
Type II. There is a carrier xv, there are no transfer bases, and w = β(ν) = 2, where w

is the subscript of the second essential boundary.
Type III. There is a carrier xv, there are no transfer bases, and w = β (ρ) > 2.
Type IV. There is a carrier xv, there are no transfer bases, w < β(ν), and there are

matched variables among the leading bases.
Type V. There is a carrier xp, there are no transfer bases, w < β(ν), and there are no

matched variables among the leading bases.
Type VI. There is a carrier Λ:,, and a transfer base wv such that β (π) < β (ν).
Type VII. There is a carrier xv and a transfer base ww such that β {IT) = β (ν).
It is easy to see that these types account for all normalized admissible generalized

equations.
We divide the proof of the lemma into seven cases, one for each type.
In each case we proceed by the following scheme. We first define a transformation of

an equation of given type. The result of this transformation turns out to be a system Ω,.
We prove that Ω, is a generalized equation and then prove the three assertions of the
lemma.

T Y P E Ι. Ω has no carrier.

Since Ω has no carrier, the list of leading bases of Ω contains no unmatched variables.
Consequently, the list of leading bases of Ω contains only coefficients and matched
variables. The list of leading bases may be empty.

Suppose the list of leading bases contains the coefficients

Wp , . . . , Σ£>£ή. ( Ι · 1 )

Since Ω is admissible, the coefficients in (I.I) are all equal, i.e. there exists a number/?
such that w>£ m · · · z°z w^ m ap. Moreover, the admissibility of Ω implies that the right
boundary of any coefficient in (I.I) is l2, i.e. the coefficients in (I.I) have the situations

l^.r^t (t = l, . . . . b). (1.2)

By hypothesis, if the list of leading bases contains a variable, then it also contains its
dual. The admissibility of Ω implies that the right boundary of any matched variable is
the same as the right boundary of its dual. Let

• · . , *Δ(ν (1.3)
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be those leading variables having the situations

ΙχΧ^ΐΊι — t (i = 1, . . . , c),

(1.4)

hxMVift — t (i = l . · · · » c)·

The remaining leading variables

*9t> · · · , Xsdi ^ « h ) » · · · » XA&a) (1-5)

have the situations

JjWwei) —' (i = l, · · · > d),
(1.6)

t , ^ (t = 1 , . . . , ίί),

where the comparison table of Ω contains the inequalities

*a</wez> (t = l d). (1.7)

To define a transformation Ω -> Ω! of an equation Ω of Type I we will indicate what
changes must be made in the description of Ω in order to arrive at Ω̂

Note that the various parts of a generalized equation are closely related, so that a
change in one part often implies changes in the others.

The transformation Ω -> Ω, of an equation of Type I consists of the following four
steps.

1. Delete the coefficients in (I.I) from the list of bases (3.5), and the situations of these
coefficients from the base situation table. This diminishes the domain of definition of the
function ψ(/). If all bases equal to the coefficient ap occur in (I.I), then the alphabet (3.1)
must be replaced by ax, . . . , ap_x, ap+x, . . . , αω. Since Ω is nonelementary, we have
ω > 2; hence the new coefficient alphabet is nonempty.

As a result of this change in the base situation table, /2 may no longer be a right
boundary. We will prove that condition D.5 is preserved. Indeed, if this is not the case,
then for some boundary connection (3.9) we have, according to (3.12), /α(Λ(\)) < h>
which, in view of condition N.I, implies that α(Δ(λΑ)) = 1 . Then *A(\) *S a leading
variable and therefore matched. This means that x^ is a majorized variable, which is
impossible by condition N.4.

2. Delete the variables in (1.3) from the list of bases (3.5), and the situations of these
variables from the base situation table. This diminishes the number of x-variables in the
table of word variables.

We will prove that the variables in (1.3) and (1.5) do not occur in the paths of
boundary connections. Assume that a variable JC^ of some boundary connection (3.9)
belongs to the combined list (1.3), (1.5). Then, in view of condition N.4, we have i < k,
and, according to (3.11), the variable χχ.+ also belongs to the list (1.3), (1.5). Therefore, at
least one of x^, x^ is majorized, which contradicts condition N.4.

In the same way we can prove that condition D.5 is preserved.
3. Replace the situations (1.6) of the variables (1.5) by

l^osw^t ( i = l , . . . , d),

Ι·) = t (i = \, . . . , d).
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The conditions (3.7) for (1.8) are guaranteed by (1.7). Since the variables in (1.5) do not
occur in paths of boundary connections, the change of left boundaries for these variables
does not violate conditions (3.10)-(3.12) for boundary connections.

Since new inessential boundaries do not appear and all right boundaries remain right
boundaries, conditions D.4 and D.5 are preserved.

4. Delete /, and /·, from the table of word variables. Also, delete all equalities and
inequalities in which these variables occur, namely the boundary equality llrl = /, the
initial equality ίι = 1, and all inequalities /, < /, in the boundary comparison table. Note
that /, no longer occurs in the base situation table resulting from the third step of the
transformation. It is easy to see that the first three steps preserve the admissibility of the
equation; hence, by Lemma 5.7, the boundary lx can be neither original nor concluding
for any boundary connection of the equation.

As the new initial equality we take l2 = 1. In view of condition N.I, condition D.I is
satisfied.

We declare the boundary l2 to be initial, whether or not the set (1.8) is empty.
It is easy to see that the resulting system Ω,, up to a renumbering of the variables /,

and η, satisfies all of the requirements contained in the definition of a generalized
equation.

Under the transformation Ω —> Ω, the number of pairs of χ-variables does not increase,
and the same is true of the number of bases which are not variables and the number of
initial boundaries.

Suppose Ω has a solution (3.15) with index / and exponent of periodicity s. It is easy to
see that the components of this solution satisfy the equalities

LiX^Rz^T (/=1, . . . , c),

from which it follows that

Χ · η . I°Z L 2 ( / • = 1 , . . · , £ ) ,

(1.9)

X-A(y\i) —: ^ 2 (i = 11 . . . , c).

Moreover,

XQ. Z°I L2XQ. (i = 1, . . . , d),

A^I) (*' — 1, · · · ι d),

(1.10)

(i = 2, . . . , P),

Tz°:L2T'

for certain X^, X'^g.y L[ and V.
We obtain a solution of Ω, by deleting the components XVi, . . . , X^,

XA(Vl), · · . , X/s^y Lx and Rx from the table (3.15) and shortening the components in
(1.10) on the left by the word L2. The exponent of periodicity of the resulting solution is
less than or equal to s, and the index of this solution of Ω, is less than /, since θ (L2) > 0
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and therefore 3 (Γ') < 9 (Γ). Assertion 2 is proved for Type I.
If Ω! has a solution, then a solution of Ω can be constructed by adding the missing

components and "building up" the appropriate components on the left by ap if the set of
coefficients (I.I) is nonempty, and by an arbitrary nonempty word if the set (I.I) is
empty. Assertion 3 is proved for Type I,.

TYPE II. In Ω there is a carrier xv, there are no transfer bases, and w = β(ν) = 2, where
w is the subscript of the second essential boundary.

The list of leading bases of Ω contains no coefficients, since in an admissible equation
a coefficient a, which is a leading base has the situation 1\αρ2 = t and in this case would
be a transfer base.

The subscript of the right boundary of any leading variable different from the carrier
xv is greater than the subscript of the right boundary of the carrier (since Ω has no
transfer bases), and hence any such variable is matched with its dual.

Thus, the list of leading bases of Ω consists of the carrier xv with the situation

and a (possibly empty) set of matched variables

•KBj, · · · > X>§d, ^ A ^ ) » · · · » λ'Λ(θ^) (ΙΙ.2)

with situations

t (t = 1, . . . , d),

(113)

where the boundary comparison table contains the inequalities

*P(v)<W ( i = l . · · · ' d). (Π.4)

The transformation Ω —»Ω1 of an equation of Type II consists of replacing the
situation (II. 1) of the variable xv by the new situation

We make no other changes in Ω.
The initial boundaries of Ω are declared to be the initial boundaries of Ω,. Condition

D.3 is preserved in Ω,, since the boundary la^v)) in Ω is initial, being the left boundary of
the base xA(v).

We will prove that no boundary connection contains variables of the set (II.2) in its
path. Assume that in the boundary connection (3.9) the variable Λ\. belongs to the set
(II.2). In view of condition N.4, we havey φ k. If j < k, then, according to (3.11), x^+i is
a leading variable, i.e. Λ + Ι is either the carrier xv or a variable of the set (II.2). In the
first case, in view of (Π.4), Λ\. is majorized, and in the second, either Λ\ or Xx is
majorized. In either case we have a contradiction to condition N.4.

We will now prove that the carrier xv and its dual χΔ(μ) can occur in a boundary
connection of Ω only in a loop.

Suppose the variable Λ\ in the boundary connection (3.9) is x^vy If j = k, then, by
(3.12), we have la{v) < lq < Ιβ(ν)\ hence, by (II. 1), lx < lq < l2, contrary to condition N.I.
If j < k, then, by (3.11), JC .̂+I is a leading variable. In view of condition N.4, x^+i is
unmatched. Then A\ is the carrier xv, i.e. the subpath Λ\, Χ\+ι is a loop.

Suppose the variable JC^ in the boundary connection (3.9) is xv. Then conditions (3.10)
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and (II. 1) imply thaty > 1. It follows easily from the admissibility of Ω that

In view of conditions (II. 1) and N.I, we have a^A,..,)) = 1. In view of N.4, the variable

·*Δ(λ,·_,) * s unmatched. Then this variable is the carrier, i.e. the subpath χ * , X\ is a loop.

To verify condition D.5 we prove that /2 (the right boundary of the carrier xv in Ω)

cannot be the concluding boundary of any boundary connection, since otherwise, in

view of (3.12), we would have /α(Δ(\» < h> a n c * then, according to N.I, x^y is a leading

variable. In view of N.4, this variable is unmatched. Then it is the carrier, contrary to

(3.12). Therefore, condition D.5 is preserved under the transformation Ω -> Ω,.

Since the transformation Ω —» Ω, changes the situation of the base xv, we must verify

conditions (3.10)—(3.12) for the boundary connections containing xv. But xv occurs in

boundary connections only in the loop χΑ(μ), χν, and in this case conditions (3.10)—(3.12)

are obviously satisfied.

Thus, the system Ωι satisfies all of the requirements pertinent to generalized equations.

Assertion 1 for equations of Type II is satisfied trivially, since the first three principal

parameters do not change under the transformation Ω — » Ώ ν

Suppose Ω has a solution (3.15) with index / and exponent of periodicity s. We will

prove that this table is a solution of Ω,. The equalities of duals, the boundary equalities,

and the boundary comparison table of Ω, agree with the analogous conditions for Ω.

Since the table of words (3.15) satisfies the situation equality of the base x A W of Ω and

the equality of duals, it also satisfies the situation equality (II.5) of the base xv^f Ω2. The

situation equalities of the remaining bases of Ω, agree with the corresponding situation

equalities of the bases of Ω.

It is easy to see that if the table (3.15) satisfies some boundary connection of Ω, then,

with the same decompositions of the words x^, it satisfies the same boundary connection

of Ω̂  Indeed, since xy occurs in a boundary connection only in a loop, it suffices to

verify (3.19) for the pair of words X^v), Xp, this condition having the form

La (v) t5 i _2_.La (ν) Ο i+1.

But this is true, since in Ω we have LxBx^°z LxBi+v

The exponent of periodicity of solution (3.15) of Ω and of the same solution of Ω, are

obviously the same. The index of solution (3.15) of Ω1 is smaller than the index of

solution (3.15) of Ω, since the fact that the carrier of Ω is unmatched implies that in the

vector of the base xv relative to the solution (3.15) of Ωj the ones are shifted to the right

in comparison with the vector of the base xv relative to solution (3.15) of Ω. Assertion 2 is

proved for Type II.

Suppose Ω, has a solution (3.15). Then, in view of (II.3) and (II.4), we have the

equalities

X L^ (/ = 1, . . . , d),

{i= 1, · · . , d),

(i = 2 , . . . , Ρ), 0Ι.6)

Rl ^zL2Ri,
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for certain X^, X'^y A'» R\> T- Let

χΆ. (ί = 1, . . . , 2/2—2d)

be the set of all Λ;-variables not in the set (II.2). We construct the desired solution of Ω

from the solution (3.15) of Ωλ as follows:

X ' e . ^ X A . (i = l , . . . , d),

•ΧΔ(Θ£) ^ Χν^Δ(θ£·) ( t r — 1. · · · , d),

Χ ; . ^ Χ η . (t = l, . . . , 2n-2d),

(II.7)
Lt^XvLt (t = 2, . . . , P),

The equalities of duals, the boundary equalities, the conditions of the boundary

comparison table, and the base situation equalities can be verified directly from (II.6)

and (II.7).

Since the variables of the set (11.2) do not occur in the paths of boundary connections

and xv occurs only in a loop, we see, on replacing the words L, by the words L" in

(3.18)-(3·20), that conditions (3.18Η 3 ·20) for the boundary connections of Ω are

satisfied with the same Z?, and C, with which they were satisfied in Ω̂  Consequently, the

table of words (II.7) is a solution of Ω. Assertion 3 is proved for Type II.

TYPE III. In Ω there is a carrier xv, there are no transfer bases, and w = β (ν) > 2, where

w is the subscript of the second essential boundary.

Since Ω has no transfer bases, as in Type II, the list of leading bases consists of the

carrier %„ with situation

llxvr^V) = t (III.l)

and a (possibly empty) set of matched variables

χθ ι, . . . , x9d, ΧΔ(Θ,)' · · · » xM^d) (ΠΙ.2)

with situations

(ΠΙ.3)
•^(9^(9,)--=* (t = l, · · · , d),

where the boundary comparison table contains the inequalities

*Mv><W/> (i = l . · · · , d). (III.4)

By hypothesis, the set of inessential boundaries

h, · · ·, L-t (ΙΠ.5)

is nonempty. According to condition D.4, each boundary in (III.5) is the original

boundary of some boundary connection.
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We will prove that for any boundary connection (3.9) whose original boundary is a
boundary lp in (III.5) the variable JCA| is the carrier xv. Indeed, according to condition
(3.10) for the boundary connection under consideration we have /α(λι) < lp, where
lp < lw. By condition D.3, /α(λ | ) is an initial boundary and therefore essential.
Consequently, α (λ,) = 1, i.e. χ λ | is a leading variable. The variable xx cannot be
contained in the list (III.2) because of condition N.4. Therefore, χλι is the carrier χ,.

A boundary connection is called primitive if the length of its path is equal to 1.
It follows from condition N.I and Lemma 5.6 that if Ω contains two primitive

boundary connections with the same original boundary in the list (III.5), then these
connections have the same concluding boundary.

The transformation Ω -» Ω, of an equation of Type III consists of the following.
Delete from the boundary comparison table all inequalities in which the boundaries

/2, . . . , lw_l occur, and add the inequalities

α̂(Δ(ν)) <C U "C h <C · · · <T lw-i <C W(v))· (ΠΙ.6)

As usual, we close the boundary comparison table with respect to transitivity.
Since the boundaries in the list (III.5) are inessential, they do not occur in the base

situation table.
As the initial boundaries of Ω1 we take those boundaries which were initial in Ω.
We replace each boundary connection of

lP, * λ χ , * λ 2 , · · · , * x k , lq, (ΠΙ.7)

where k > 1 and lp is in the list (III.5), by the boundary connection

lp, Χλί, . . . , Α'λΛ, lq (III.8)

and we add to the boundary comparison table the inequalities

W2)<^<W (ΠΙ.9)

which guarantee the fulfillment of the conditions (3.10) for the new boundary
connections.

We exclude from the list of boundary connections each primitive connection

where lh is in the list (III.5), and we identify lh with lg.
It is easy to see that the system Ω, thus constructed is a generalized equation.
Assertion 1 for Type III is satisfied trivially, since the first three principal parameters

of Ω1 agree with the first three principal parameters of Ω.
Suppose Ω has a solution (3.15) with index / and exponent of periodicity s. For each

/ = 2, . . . , w — 1 we construct words L- and Rf by means of the equalities

L'tR'tjszT,
(ΠΙ.11)

diLi) = d(Ll) + d(La(tm).
In view of (III. 1) and w = β(ν), we have L^ = Xv, from which, in view of the equality of
duals, we obtain

LO.^(V))LW ^£β(Α(ν))· (III.12)

By condition N.I, 3(L,) <d(Lw) for all / = 2, . . . , w - 1; hence 3(L,) + θ(La(Hv)))
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< 3 ( Γ ) and the equalities (III. 11) uniquely determine Li and R[ for all i = 2, . . .,
w - 1.

We will prove that the table of words

L j , Z-«2> i-«3, . . · , Ζ^α)_ι, i-«£iy, . . . , Up, 1̂11.1 j)

*M» *^2> *\3> · · · > *\W-1> *\OJ> · · · > *\p> •*

is a solution of Ω,.
The equalities of duals, the boundary equalities, and the base situation equalities are

satisfied in view of the conditions (III. 11) and the fact that the transformation Ω — ^
introduces no changes in the base situation table.

The inequalities (III.6) follow from condition N.I for Ω and conditions (III. 11) and
(111.12).

Suppose Ω contains a boundary connection (III.7). The table of words (3.15) satisfies
this connection; hence there exist nonempty words Bx, . . . , Bk and C l9 . . . , Ck such
that

χ~^Ια(λϊ)Β2, ( Π Π 4 )

ί+ι ( 1 = 2 . . . . , k — 1),

Since λ, = i', we have 3(La(Xi)) = 0; and Lp~^- Bx in the conditions (III. 14). By (III. 11),

d(L'p)^d(B,)

It follows from the third line of (III. 14) that

Since L^ and La^B2 are beginnings of Τ and since B2 and C2 are nonempty, we have

Lp 31

Consequently, the table of words (III. 13) satisfies the boundary connection (III.8) and
the conditions (III.9).

Suppose Ω contains a primitive boundary connection (III. 10). The table of words
(3.15) satisfies this connection; hence there exist nonempty words (granting that Xj = v)
Β χ and C, such that

Since 3(La(v)) = 0, we have 3(Lg) = 3 (La(A(v))) +d(Lh), from which, in view of (III. 11),
we obtain Lgz°i L'h, which is consistent with the identification of boundaries.

Thus, we have proved that the table of words (III. 13) is a solution of Ω,. The exponent
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of periodicity of the solution (III. 13) is equal to the exponent of periodicity of solution
(3.15) of Ω. The index of solution (III. 13) of Ω, is smaller than the index of solution
(3.15) of Ω, since the lengths of the solutions and the distribution vectors of the solutions
agree and, in view of condition D.4, the sum of the lengths of the paths of all boundary
connections in Ωι is smaller than in Ω. Assertion 2 is proved for Type III.

Suppose Ω, has a solution (III. 13). We construct a table of words (3.15), using the
solution (III. 13) and the equalities

tsiT (i=2, ..., w—1),

(111.15)
) it = 2 w—\).

We will prove that this table is a solution of Ω.
The equalities of duals, the boundary equalities, and the base situation equalities are

satisfied in view of (III. 15) and the fact that the transformation Ω-»Ω] introduces no
changes in the base situation table. The conditions

d(L1)<d(Lt)<d(L^< ... <d(Lw-1)<d(Lw)

follow from (III.6), (III. 15) and the equality d(Lw) = d(Xv), which in turn follows from
(III. 1) and w = β(ν).

Suppose Ω has a boundary connection (III.7). Then Ω, has the boundary connection
(III.8), and the table of words (III. 13) satisfies this connection. Consequently, there exist
nonempty words B2, . . . , Bk and C2, . . ., Ck such that

t = 2, . . . . k),

(III. 16)

a(XUl)Bi+1 (i = 2, . . . , k — 1 ),

L>a(A(kk))Bk ^ 1 Lq.

In view of (III.6), we have

Consequently, there exist nonempty words Bx and C, such that

whence, by (IN. 15), we obtain 3 (Lp) = 3 (Βλ) and Lp =°i La(v)Bv Adding these equalities
to (III. 16), we see that the constructed table of words (3.15) satisfies the boundary
connection (III. 7).

Suppose Ω has a primitive boundary connection (III. 10). Then in Ω, the boundaries lh

and lg coincide, and hence L'hz°z Lg. In view of (III. 15), we obtain

d (Lg) = d (Lh) + d (£α(Δ(ν))).

Since Lh is a proper beginning of Xv, it follows that
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Therefore, Xv can be decomposed into nonempty words 1?, and C, such that

X v z°zBfiXi

which means that the constructed table of words (3.15) satisfies the boundary connection

(III. 10).

The boundary connections whose original boundaries do not occur in the list (III.5)

are not affected by the transformation Ω—»Ω,; hence the constructed table of words

(3.15) also satisfies these connections.

Thus, the table (3.15) is a solution of Ω. Assertion 3 is proved for Type III.

TYPE IV. In Ω there is a carrier xv, there are no transfer bases, w < β(ν), where w is the

subscript of the second essential boundary, and there are matched variables among the

leading bases.

The list of leading bases of Ω consists of the carrier xv with situation

l,xyrHs) = t (IV. 1)

and a nonempty set of matched variables

with situations

= t (i = 1, . . . , d),

(IV.3)

where the boundary comparison table contains the inequalities

The transformation Ω —»Ω1 of an equation of Type IV consists of replacing the

situations (IV.3) of the variables (IV.2) by the new situations

(IV.5)

Ι , = t (t = 1, . . . , cf).

We make no other changes in Ω.

The conditions (3.7) for the situations (IV.5) are guaranteed by the inequality w <

β(ν) and (IV.4). The initial boundaries of Ω, are taken to be those boundaries which

were initial in Ω.

Since Ω has no transfer bases, lw cannot be the right boundary of any base.

Consequently, the boundary lw is initial, and condition D.3 is satisfied for ΩΡ

Exactly as in Type II, it can be proved that no boundary connection of Ω contains

variables of the set (IV.2). Therefore, the changes of situations of variables of the set

(IV.2) are not reflected in the boundary connections.

Thus, the resulting system Ω, fits the definition of a generalized equation.

Assertion 1 for Type IV is satisfied trivially, since the first three principal parameters

are unchanged under the transformation Ω -> Ω,.
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Suppose Ω has a solution (3.15) with index / and exponent of periodicity s. In view of
the conditions w < β{ν), (IV.3), and (IV.4), there exist nonempty words Xg, and X'm)

such that

X$l m LWXBI (t = 1, · . . , d),

(IV.6)

ΧΔ(ο;·) =e= LwX-Wt) (i = 1, · . . , d).

We construct the table of words

(IV.7)

where Xj = A) for ally Φ θχ, . . . , $,, Δ(0,), . . . ,

It is easy to see that (IV.7) satisfies the equalities of duals, the boundary equalities, the

base situation equalities, and all conditions of the boundary comparison table of Ω,.

The table (IV.7) also satisfies all boundary connections of Ωρ since no variable of the

set (IV.2) is contained in the paths of the boundary connections of Ω.

Thus, (IV.7) is a solution of Ω,. Obviously, the exponent of periodicity of this solution

does not exceed that of solution (3.15). The index of solution (IV.7) of Ω, is smaller than

the index of solution (3.15) of Ω, since the distribution vector of (IV.7) is smaller (since

3 (Lw) > 0 and the set of variables (IV.2) is nonempty) than the distribution vector of

(3.15). Assertion 2 is proved for Type IV.

Suppose Ω, has a solution (IV.7). We construct the table of words

Xl, . . . , Xn, Xn+l, · · · t Xznt

0 V . 8 )

Llt . . , , Lp, Λι, . . · , Ap) I ,

where we choose the Xj in accordance with (IV.6) for j = 9X,. . ., 0d, Δ(0,),.. . ,

and in accordance with Xj z°:.Xj for the remaining,/. Obviously, (IV.8) is a solution of Ω.

Assertion 3 is proved for Type IV.

TYPE V. In Ω there is a carrier xv, there are no transfer bases, w < β(ν), where w is the

subscript of the second essential boundary, and there are no matched variables among the

leading bases.

Since in Ω there are no transfer bases and no matched leading variables, the carrier xv

with situation

hxsHv)=t (v.i)

is the only leading base. Since in Ω there are no transfer bases, the second essential

boundary lw cannot be the right boundary of any base. Consequently, the boundary lw is

initial.

By definition of lw, the boundaries

/ „ . . . , / - i (V.2)

are inessential (recall that the list (V.2) can be empty). By condition D.4, each boundary
lp in (V.2) is the original boundary of some boundary connection.

We will prove that for any boundary connection (3.9) whose original boundary is a
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boundary lp in the list

U, ..., L-u L, (V.3)

the variable xX] is the carrier xv. Indeed, according to condition (3.10) for the given
boundary connection we have /α(λι) < lp. By condition D.3, the boundary /α(λ | ) is initial
and therefore essential. Consequently, α(λλ) = 1, from which it follows that xX{ is xv.

It follows from condition N.I and Lemma 5.6 that if Ω contains two primitive
boundary connections with the same original boundary in the list (V.3), then these
connections have the same concluding boundary.

The transformation Ω -^ Ω, of an equation of Type V consists of four transformations
Ω —> Ω2, Ω2 -* Ω3, Ω3 —> Ω4 and Ω4 —> Ωΐ5 carried out in succession in the order indicated.

The transformation Ω -+ Ω2 consists of the following. Add /p + 1 and r p + 1 to the table of
word variables. The boundary /p + 1 is taken to be initial. To the list of boundary
equalities (3.4) add /ρ+ιΑ·ρ+1 = /. To the boundary comparison table add the inequalities

(V.4)

To the table of word variables add xu and xu+l, where u = In + m + 1, satisfying the
condition

*« = •*«+!. (V.5)

The variables xu and xM+1 are called duals; and Δ(Μ) = w + 1 and Δ(« + 1) = u. To the
base situation table add the equalities

UVe(v) = *, (V.6)

/ iXu + if& Δ ν = ί . (V.7)

It is easy to see that the resulting system Ω2, to within a renumbering of the variables,
fits the definition of a generalized equation.

Assertions 1, 2 and 3 are only partially realized under the transformation Ω —> Ω2. Let
us indicate precisely to what extent they are realized and to what extent they are not.

The number of pairs of x-variables in Ω2 is one larger than in Ω. The number of bases
which are not variables in Ω2 is the same as in Ω. The number of initial boundaries in Ω2

is one larger than in Ω.
If Ω has a solution (3.15) with index / and exponent of periodicity s, then a solution of

Ω2 can be constructed by adding to (3.15) the missing components Xu, Xu+\, Lp+X and
Rp+\, which are uniquely determined from the following equalities:

(V.8)

^27- I .

The word Xu is an end of Xv\ hence the exponent of periodicity of the constructed
solution of Ω2 is equal to s. The index of the constructed solution of Ω2 is greater than
the index of solution (3.15) of Ω, but the first component of the index (the length of the
solution) is the same in both cases.

If Ω2 has a solution, then a solution of Ω is obtained by simply deleting the superfluous
components.
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The transformation Ω2 —* Ω3 consists of the following.

Delete from the boundary comparison table all inequalities involving l2, . . . , lw_x, and

add the inequalities

laiMv)) <k<h< ·-· < lw-ι < W (V.9)

Since the boundaries in (V.2) are inessential, they do not appear in the base situation

table.

Replace each boundary connection of Ω2

Ι ρ, Χ^,Χλ,, · · · , *λΛ, lq, (V.10)

where k > 1 and lp is a boundary in (V.2), by the connection

Ιρ,Χλ,* . · . , x\k,lq (V.ll)

and add to the boundary comparison table the inequalities

U,)< 'P<W (V.I 2)

which guarantee the fulfillment of the conditions (3.10) for the new connections.

Replace each boundary connection of Ω2

lw, x\t, *λ2, · . · , Xxkt lq, (V.I3)

where k > 1 and lw is the second essential boundary, by the connection

/p+l, *λ,, · - . , XXk, lq (V.I4)

and add to the boundary comparison table the inequalities

/α(λ1)</Ρ+ι<ίβ(λ.)· (V.I 5)

Delete each primitive boundary connection of Ω2

lh> XKO lg1 (V.16)

where lh is in (V.2), from the list of boundary connections, and identify lh with lg.

Delete each primitive boundary connection of Ω2

iw,XktJg (V.I 7)

from the list of boundary connections, and identify lg with lp+l.

Since the boundary 4 ^ ) ) is essential, it follows easily from (V.9) that in Ω3 we have

/„</,• (V.18)

for / φ 1 and / ψ w. It is easy to see that the resulting system Ω3, to within a

renumbering of the variables, is a generalized equation. The first three principal

parameters of Ω3 agree with the corresponding parameters of Ω2.

Suppose Ω2 has a solution

Aj, . . . , Χ/χ, A u , X/j+l» . . . , Λ.2Π1 Au+i,

ί-Ίι f-"ii · · · > Lw-li Lw> · · · > HP) i-'p-il,

A ] , /\2» · · · » *\W~1> Kw> · · · > ^P» ^vp+1»

τ

with index / and exponent of periodicity s.

Note that 9(Ζ ν )Ο(£ / 3 ( ί ) ) )=9(Ζ ί / ), whence θ (Ζ,) + 3 (La(Hy)})< d {Lp{m)) for all

/ = 1, 2, . . . , w.
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We construct the table of words

Xx, . . . , Xn, Xui Xri+\t · · · > Xini Xum

ί-Ί% *-f2» · · · > >^W-li L'Wf · · ' •> L'p, Lp\\,

(V.20)
A]» f\2i · · · j AQU-1, Hwf · · · > Ap, *\p+l,

7\

using the table (V.19) and the equalities

M=T <^2. . . . ,„-!>.
d ( t ; ) = : d ( L i ) + d(Z.a(A(v))) (i = 2, . . . . M > - 1 ) .

We will prove that (V.20) is a solution of Ω3.

It follows easily from (V.8) that

La(A(v))Lw ΙΣίΖ/ρ+ι- (V.22)

The equalities of duals, the boundary equalities, and the base situation equalities are

satisfied in view of (V.21) and the fact that the transformation Ω2-»Ω3 introduces no

changes in the base situation table.

The inequalities (V.9) follow from (V.21) and (V.22).

Suppose Ω2 contains a boundary connection (V.10). The table of words (V.19) satisfies

this connection; hence there exist nonempty words

Bu B2, .. . , Bh,

(V.23)

Clt C 2 , . . . , Ch

such that

Χ λ , . χ Β Α (ί = ΐ, . . . , k).

aixA, (V.24)

i = 2, . . . , k — 1),

Since λ, = ν, we have 3 (La{t>)) = 0, and Lp^°z B{ in the conditions (V.24). In view of

(V.21),

According to the third line of (V.24),

Since the words L£ and L a ( X 2 ) 5 2 are beginnings of T, and since the words B2 and C 2 are

nonempty, we have

Consequently, (V.20) satisfies the boundary connection (V.ll) and the conditions (V.12).

Suppose Ω2 contains a boundary connection (V.I3). The table of words (V.19) satisfies
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this connection; hence there exist nonempty words (V.23) such that the conditions (V.24)
are satisfied with the second line replaced by the equality L^ m La(A|)i?,. Since λ, = ν,
we have Lw^zBx and, in view of (V.22),

According to the third line of (V.24),

Since B2 and C2 are nonempty, the table (V.20) satisfies the boundary connection (V.I4)
and the conditions (V.I5).

Suppose Ω2 contains a primitive boundary connection (V.I6). The table (V.19) satisfies
this connection; hence there exist nonempty words Βλ and Cx such that

Since d(La(p)) = 0, we have d(Lg) =d(La(A(v))) +3(LA), from which, in view of (V.21),
we obtain Lgz°iL'h, which is consistent with the identification of boundaries.

Suppose Ω2 contains a primitive boundary connection (V.17). Then there exist words
Bx and C, such that

In this case, in view of (V.22), we have L g:°iL p + 1, which is consistent with the
identification of boundaries.

Thus, we have proved that (V.20) is a solution of Ω3. The exponent of periodicity of
this solution is equal to s, and the length of this solution is the same as that of (V.19).

Suppose Ω3 has a solution (V.20). We construct a table of words of the form (V.19),
using (V.20) and the equalities

^ t a : ? 1 (f = 2, . . . . w — \)%

fv 25)
d ^ / ) ^ * . * ) — 0 ( £ α < Δ ( ν ) ) ) ( ί = 2 , . . . , H > — 1 ) .

We will prove that this table is a solution of Ω2.
The equalities of duals, the boundary equalities, and the base situation equalities are

satisfied in view of (V.25) and the fact that the transformation Ω2 —> Ω3 introduces no
changes in the base situation table. The conditions

d(Ll)<d(L^<d(La)< . . . < d ( * . . - , ) < d ( £ „ )

follow from (V.9), (V.25), and (V.22).
Suppose Ω2 has a boundary connection (V.10). Then Ω3 has the connection (V.I 1) and

the table of words (V.20) satisfies this connection. Consequently, there exist nonempty
words

B2, . .. , B»
(V.26)
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such that

A \ x B A (f = 2, . . . , k),

(V.27)

According to (V.9),

d (^α(Δ (ν))) <

Consequently, there exist nonempty words B} and Cx such that

X v ~c~B\Clt

hence, in view of (V.25), we obtain d(Lp) =d(Bl) and Lp^°i La(y)Bv Adding these
equalities to (V.27), we see that (V.20) satisfies the boundary connection (V.10).

Suppose Ω2 has a boundary connection (V.I3). Then Ω3 has the connection (V.14) and
there exist nonempty words (V.26) such that the conditions (V.27) are satisfied with the
second line replaced by the equality

In view of w < β{ν) and (V.22), there exist nonempty words Βλ and Cx such that
XV^LBXCX and

hence (V.20) satisfies the boundary connection (V.I3).
Suppose Ω2 has a primitive boundary connection (V.16). Then in Ω3 the boundaries lh

and lK coincide; hence L'hz°i Lg. By (V.25), we obtain

Since LA is a proper beginning of Xv, it follows that

Consequently, Xv can be decomposed into nonempty words Bx and Cx such that

Γ D Γ
•t^a(A(v))-I-'i-2--I^i>

which means that (V.20) satisfies the boundary connection (V.16).
Suppose Ω2 has a primitive boundary connection (V.I7). Then Lp+l^n Lg. By (V.22),

we obtain Lg^iL^^^L^,. Since w < β{ν), the word Λ',, can be decomposed into
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nonempty words Bx and Cx such that

Λ γ Z°Z ^fii»

which means that (V.20) satisfies the boundary connection (V.I7).

Thus, we have proved that (V.I9) is a solution of Ω2.

The transformation Ω3 —> Ω4 consists of the following. Replace each occurrence of xp

in the boundary connections of Ω3 by the variable xu. Replace each occurrence of ATA(J)) in

the boundary connections of Ω3 by the variable xu+x.

We proved above that Ω3 has a solution if and only if Ω has. In exactly the same way,

we can prove that Ωί? has a solution if and only if Ω0 has. It follows from this and the

admissibility of Ω that Ω3 has a solution.

Suppose Ω3 contains a boundary connection

lp, «ο *λ/. «2» lq> (V.28)

where \ = v, xv is the carrier, and ττ, and π2 are subpaths of the connection. Since Ω3 has

a solution, there exist nonempty words

Blf ..., Bh,

(V.29)

cit...,ch

in a one-letter alphabet such that

L B ZZ L f l (/ = 1, . · · , k — 1),

We will prove that

d(Bi)>d(Lw).

By Lemma 5.7, lx cannot be the original boundary of the connection (V.28). The

boundary lw cannot be the original boundary of (V.28), since we have replaced each

connection of type (V.I3) and have deleted each connection of type (V.17).

Consequently, in view of (V.I8),

/„</, . (V.32)

If / = 1 (the subpath π, is empty), then Lp~°i L^B^ and since <x(v) = 1, it follows that

θ (Β} = θ (Lp) > 3 ( L J in view of (V.32).

If / > 1, then from the equality

granting that a(\) = 1, we obtain

Assume that a(A(\_,)) < w. Then, by (V.I 8), we have a(A(\_,)) = 1; hence χ Δ ( λ ΐ ΐ ) is
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xv, i.e. the equation Ω3, hence also Ω, contains the loop χ^{ν), xv, which contradicts

condition N.3. Thus, (V.31) is proved.

From (V.28) we construct the boundary connection

lP, πι, xu, π 2 , lq. (V.33)

We will prove that it satisfies conditions (3.10)—(3.12).

To prove (3.10) it suffices to prove that la(u) < lp in the case where π, is empty. But

then Lpz°i £,, and the desired condition follows from (V.31), since, according to (V.6),

To prove (3.11) it suffices to prove the two inequalities

la(u) ·< W^-i»» (V.34)

la(Ki+l)-^ la(Mu))· (V.35)

If (V.34) does not hold, then, since a(u) = w by (V.6), we have

from which, in view of (V.18), we obtain α(Δ(\_,)) = 1, and therefore xXj_i is x^v),

contrary to condition N.3. Inequality (V.35) is obtained from condition (3.11) for the

pair xXj_i> x^ of the boundary connection (V.28) and from the inequality /α(Δ(ΐ/)) < Lmu)y

which follows from (V.7) and (V.9).

To prove (3.12) it suffices to prove that /α(Δ(Μ)) < lq for k = /. According to (V.31), we

have 3 (Bk) > 9 (Lw). Consequently, for a one-letter solution of Ω° we have

> d (La(A(x))) + d (Lw),

from which, according to (V.22), 3(Lp + 1) <d(Lg), and, according to (V.7),

d(La(A(u)))<d(Lq).

Suppose the table of words (V.20) satisfies the boundary connection (V.28). Then there

exist nonempty words (V.29) in the alphabet of Ω3 such that the equalities (V.30) are

satisfied.

As in the one-letter alphabet, we have (V.31). Consequently, (V.20) also satisfies the

boundary connection (V.33). To see this it is necessary to construct a decomposition of

Xu into words B\ and C,, where Bt =°i L^B-, and to preserve the old decompositions for

the remaining words.

Suppose (V.20) satisfies the boundary connection (V.33). Then it also satisfies the

boundary connection (V.28). To see this it suffices to augment the word Bt correspond-

ing to the decomposition Xu^z ^ C , given for (V.33) on the left by the word Lw.

Suppose Ω3 contains a boundary connection lp, πν χ^, π2, lq, where \ = A(p), xv is the

carrier, and π{ and π 2 are subpaths of the connection. If / < k, then, according to

condition (3.11) for the pair x^, x^+i we have α(λ,+ 1) = 1. It follows that Χχ,+ ι is the

carrier xv, contrary to condition N.3. Therefore, / = k and our boundary connection has

the form

q· (V.36)

We construct the boundary connection

lp, nu χΔ(«), /,. (V.37)
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Obviously, it suffices to verify condition (3.12):

* ) . (V.38)

Since condition (3.12) for the connection (V.36) implies lq < Ιβ^ and since, by (V.6),

β(ρ) = β(ύ), the right-hand inequality in (V.38) holds. By Lemma 5.7, q φ 1. According

to condition D.5 for the boundary connection (V.36), lq is the right boundary of some

base. If q = w, this base is a leading base, which is impossible. Therefore, by (V.I8),

L<lq, (V.39)

and since, by (V.5), a(u) = w, it follows that the left-hand inequality in (V.38) holds.

Using (V.39), it is easy to prove that (V.20) satisfies the connection (V.36) if and only

if it satisfies the connection (V.37).

Thus, any solution of Ω3 is a solution of Ω4, and conversely. The principal parameters

and lengths of solutions of Ω3 and Ω4 agree.

The transformation Ω4 —» Ω, consists of the following. From the table of word

variables delete xv, χΑ(μ), /, and r,. From the equalities of duals delete the equality

·** = xt\(i>y From the boundary equalities delete the equality /,r, = /. From the base

situation table delete the situations of xv and *Δ ( | / ). From the boundary comparison table

delete all inequalities /, < l( and replace the initial equality /, = 1 by the new initial

equality lw = I.

The boundary connections are not affected by this transformation, since the bases xv,

xA(l>) and the boundary /, do not occur in them. Condition D.5 is preserved, since the

variables JC, and xu, as well as the variables xA^v) and xA(w), have the same right boundary.

It is easy to see that the system Ω,, to within a renumbering of the variables, is a

generalized equation.

Under the transformation Ω4 -> Ω, the number of pairs of x-variables decreases by one

and the number of initial boundaries decreases by one. Consequently, under the

complete transformation Ω —»Ω, the first three principal parameters do not increase, i.e.

Assertion 1 is proved for Type V.

Suppose Ω4 has a solution (V.20) with index / and exponent of periodicity s. A

solution Φ, of Ω! can be obtained from (V.20) by deleting the components Xv, XA^y Lx

and /?, and shortening the remaining components L, and the component Ton the left by

the word Lw.

Suppose Ω has a solution (3.15). Then Ω2 has a corresponding solution (V.I9), Ω3 and

Ω4 have a corresponding solution (V.20), and Ω, has a corresponding solution ©,. The

index of solution 2), of Ω, is less than the index of solution (3.15) of Ω, since the length

of a solution under the passages Ω —> Ω2, Ω2 -> Ω3 and Ω3 —> Ω4 does not change, and

under the passage Ω4—>Ω, decreases. The exponent of periodicity does not increase

under each transformation. Assertion 2 is proved for Type V.

Suppose Ω, has a solution 3),. Then, in view of (V.9), there exists a nonempty word Η

such that

Lp+i 3Z La(A(v))H·

We construct the components of a solution (V.20) of Ω4 from the components of S^ as
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follows:

Δ (V)

All components L, and the component Τ of Φ1 are augmented on the left by the word H.
The remaining components of ©, are unchanged.

It is easy to see that the constructed table of words has the form (V.20) and is a
solution of Ω4 and Ω3. From the solution (V.20) of Ω3 we construct a solution (V.I9) of
Ω2. From the solution (V.19) of Ω2 we construct a solution (3.15) of Ω. Assertion 3 is
proved for Type V.

TYPE VI. In Ω there is a carrier xv and a transfer base wv such that β (π) < β (ν).
The equation Ω contains a carrier xv with situation

hx,rH^ = t (VI.l)

and a transfer base wv with situation

where the boundary comparison table contains the inequality

*P(«,<W ( V L 3 >
The transformation Ω —• Ω χ of an equation of Type VI consists of the following.
To the table of word variables add / p + 1 and r p + 1 , to the table of boundary equalities

add the equality / + lrp+1 = t, and to the boundary comparison table add the inequalities

In the base situation table replace the situation (VI.2) of the base vvw by the situation

la(A(v))Wnrp+1 = t. (VI.5)

Condition (3.7) is guaranteed by condition (VI.4).
The initial boundaries of Ω, are taken to be those of Ω. Condition D.3 is satisfied in

Ω,, since the left boundary of the new situation of vvw is the initial boundary la^v)y
We make the following changes in the boundary connections.
Add the new connection

In view of conditions (VI.1)-(VI.3) and inequality (3.7) for the situation (VI.2), we have

These inequalities and condition (VI.4) guarantee conditions (3.10)—(3.12) for the new
boundary connection (VI.6) in ΩΡ We transform each boundary connection

into a connection

lp, Χμ,, · · · , Χμν k (VI.8)

as follows.
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Replace the concluding boundary lq by the pair *„, / p + 1 if q = β (π), but leave it
unchanged if q φ β (π).

Note that if q = β (IT), then λ*, φ Δ(π); otherwise, by condition (3.12) for the
connection (VI.7), we would have Ιβ(π) < ίβ(πγ

Suppose wv is an jv-variable. Then in front of each occurrence of xw in the path
χλι, . . ., x^ not immediately preceded by χΑ(π) insert the variable xv, and after each
occurrence of χΔ(π) not immediately followed by xv insert the variable x^y

We will prove that the resulting boundary connection (VI.8) satisfies conditions
(3.10H3.12)inS2,.

If xXf is not χπ, then condition (3.10) for (VI.8) agrees with condition (3.10) for (VI.7).
If Λ:λ| is xv, then χμ] is xv and condition (3.10) for (VI.8) follows from condition (3.10)

for (VI.7) and the conditions α(π) = a(v) = 1 and β(ττ) < β(ν).
Condition (3.11) for a pair xv, χπ of (VI.8), where xv is an inserted variable, and

condition (3.11) for a pair x^vy x^ of (VI.8), where xA^ is an inserted variable, follow
from α(π) = α(Δ(ι>)), which in turn follows from (VI.5).

Condition (3.11) for a pair xft, xv of (VI.8), where xv is the variable inserted in front of
xv, follows from condition N.I, since, by (VI. 1), a(v) = 1.

Condition (3.11) for a pair xA(vy xu °f (VI.8), where Λ:Δ(ί)) is an inserted variable, is
satisfied, since in (VI.7), by condition (3.11) for the corresponding pair xA(jry xu, we have
'«w< / a W and, by (VI.2), «(π) = 1.

Condition (3.11) for the pair χμι_, xv of (VI.8), where xv is the variable inserted along
with the boundary lp+l, follows from condition N.I, since, by (VI. 1), a(v) = 1.

Condition (3.11) for the remaining pairs x^, xft+| of (VI.8) agrees with condition (3.11)
for (VI.7).

If in (VI.7) we have Xk = Δ(π) and q φ β (π), then, by condition (3.12) for this
boundary connection, /α(π) < lq < /g^; hence condition (3.12) for (V.I.8) follows from
a(p) = α (IT) εαιάβ(ττ) < β (ν).

If in (VI.7) we have λ* φ Δ(ττ) and q = β (-η), then condition (3.12) for (VI.8) follows
from (VI.4).

In the remaining cases, condition (3.12) for (VI.8) agrees with condition (3.12) for
(VI.7).

It is easy to see that conditions D.4 and D.5 are satisfied.
Thus, the system Ω] is a generalized equation.
Assertion 1 for Type VI is satisfied trivially, since the first three principal parameters

of Ω, agree with the corresponding parameters of Ω.
Suppose Ω has a solution (3.15) with index / and exponent of periodicity s. Let Wv

denote the component Χπ of (3.15) if 1 < π < 2n and the coefficient αψ(ιπ) if 2n + 1 < π
< In + m. We construct a table of words

Xlt . . . , Xn, Xn+li · · · > A2/z,
(VI.9)

Lit . . . , Lp, Lp*i, Ri, .. · . t Rp, Rp+u 1»

using the solution (3.15) and the equalities

We will prove that (VI.9) is a solution of Ω,.
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The equalities of duals, the boundary equalities, the conditions of the boundary

comparison table, and the base situation equalities of Ql follow from the corresponding

equalities and conditions of Ω, the equalities (VI. 10), and the conditions (3.7) and (VI.3).

We will prove that (VI.9) satisfies all boundary connections of Ω,.

According to (VI. 1) and (VI.2), we have La(v)^ 1 and Lp(7r)^. Wv. Let Bx denote the

word Wv, and define the word C, by means of the equality Xv i°: BXCX. In view of (3.7)

and (VI.3), Bx and Cx are nonempty. Since, according to (VI. 10), we have

it follows that (VI.9) satisfies the boundary connection (VI.6).

We will prove that if (3.15) satisfies the connection (VI.7), then (VI.9) satisfies the

connection (VI.8).

By hypothesis, there exist nonempty words Bx, . . . , Bk and Cx, . . . , Ck such that

(i = 1 , . . . , fc — 1 ), (VI.13)

We construct decompositions of A" , . . . , X^ into nonempty words B\, . . . , 5,' and

C,\ . . . , C/ such that X^ z°: BjC- (i = 1, . . . , t) as follows. (Recall that the list of words

Χμι, . . . , A^ is obtained from the list Χλ, . . . , X^ by insertions of Xv and A"^^.)

For the words Χ λ , . . . , A^ passed on into the sequence Χμι, . . . , X^ we preserve the

old decompositions (VI. 11). For the word Xv inserted in front of Χπ with decomposition

Χπ 2 i BC we construct the decomposition Xv r°: BC*, where C* is nonempty, since, in

view of (VI.1)-(VI.3), Xv z°i XvK for some K. For the word X^v) inserted after A^(ir) with

decomposition X^^BC we construct the decomposition X^^i BC*, where C* is

nonempty. For the word Xv inserted at the end of the list A^, . . . , X^ (in the case

q — β (π)) we construct the decomposition Xv is: BC, where βΐ ΐ , and C is nonempty

by (VI.3).

We will prove that the constructed decomposition satisfies the boundary connection

(VI.8), i.e. the following conditions are satisfied:

If Χλι is not Xv, (VI.15) agrees with (VI.12).

If Xx[ is Ar

w with Χλι 3= B,C,, then Χ μ ι is Xv with Ar

/1| ^ : BXC\, and (VI.15) follows from

the equality α(ττ) = 1 in Ω, the equality a(v) = 1, and (VI.12).

Condition (VI.16) for the pair Xv, Xw, where Xv is the value of the inserted variable,

and condition (VI.16) for the pair XA(w), XA{v), where A ^ is the value of the inserted

variable, follow from the conditions on the decompositions of the words X^ and the

equality a(A(^)) = α (π) in Ω,.

To prove (VI.16) for the pair Xu, Xv, where Xv is the value of the variable inserted in
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front of Χπ, we must prove that

In view of our decomposition and (VI. 13), we have A ^ m B'i+iC* and

The desired equality follows from the equality α(ττ) = 1 in Ω and the equality a(v) = 1.

To prove (VI. 16) for the pair X^y), Xu, where X^v) is the value of the inserted variable,

we must prove that

In view of our decomposition and (VI. 13), we have X^,^ B\C* and

Lairtfii ^ La(u)Bi-n.

The desired equality follows from the equality α(ττ) = 1 in Ω and the equality a(p) = 1.

To prove (VI. 16) for the pair Ar

ft_|, A',, where A^ is the value of the variable inserted

along with the boundary lp+l, we must prove that

In view of our decomposition, B't^°:Xv, and, by (VI. 1), a(v) = 1. Hence the desired

equality follows from (VI. 14), the equality

and the equality α(ττ) = 1 in Ω.

In the remaining cases, (VI. 16) agrees with (VI. 13) for the corresponding pair.

To prove (VI. 17) in the case when Xk = Δ(π) and q φ β {IT) we must prove that

In view of our decomposition, we have B't-izB't_u XA{7r)^ B't_xC*, and, by (VI. 14),

Αχ(π)^/-ι — £?· Consequently, the desired equality follows from the equality α(π) = 1

in Ω and the equality a(v) = 1.

To prove (VI. 17) in the case when \k φ Δ(ττ) and q = β {π) we must prove that

In view of our decomposition, in this case we have B't m Xm\ hence the desired equality

follows from the first equality in (VI. 10).

In the remaining cases, (VI. 17) agrees with (VI. 14) for the corresponding pair.

Thus, we have proved that (VI.9) is a solution of Ω,. The exponent of periodicity of

solution (3.15) of Ω and that solution (VI.9) of Ω! are obviously the same. The index of

(VI.9) is smaller than the index of (3.15), since the fact that the carrier xv is not matched

with its dual x^v) implies that in the vector of the base ww of Ω, relative to solution (VI.9)

the block of ones is shifted to the right in comparison with the vector of the base \νπ of Ω

relative to solution (3.15). Assertion 2 is proved for Type VI.

Suppose Ω, has a solution (VI.9). We will prove that the table of words

Xit . . . , Xn, ^ n + 1 , . . . , ΛΖη,
(VI. 18)

L u . . . , L p , R u . . . , R p > Τ

is a solution of Ω.
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The equalities of duals, the boundary equalities, and the conditions of the boundary

comparison table of Ω follow from the corresponding equalities and conditions of Ω,.

The base situation equalities of Ω, except for (VI.2), follow from the corresponding

equalities of Ω,.

Since (VI.9) satisfies the new boundary connection (VI.6), there exist nonempty words

B\ and Cx such that

According to (VI.5), we have

hence Wnz°z Bx and, since a(v) = 1, Ζ (̂7Γ)ΐ°: Wv. It follows from this equality that

(VI. 18) satisfies the base situation equality (VI.2) of w^.

We will prove that (VI. 18) satisfies all boundary connections of Ω.

Suppose some boundary connection of Ω has the form (VI.7). In Ω, there corresponds

to it the connection (VI.8), and the table of words (VI.9) satisfies (VI.8).

Consequently, there exist nonempty words B\, . . . , B't and C{, . . . , C[ such that

and conditions (VI.15)-(VI.17) are satisfied.

We construct decompositions of Xx, . . . , X^ into nonempty words Bx, . . . , Bk and

C,, . . . , Ck such that X^ iai 5,0, (1 = 1, . . . , k), preserving in these words the

decompositions (VI.19).

We will prove that with these decompositions the table of words (VI. 18) satisfies the

boundary connection (VI.7), i.e. conditions (VI.12)-(VL14) are satisfied.

If Χλι is not Xv, then condition (VI.12) agrees with (VI.15).

If Xx\ is Xv, then, by (VI. 15),

where L a ( y )=°: 1 and L a ( A ( y ) )iE: Le ( w ). In view of our decomposition, B'-fn Bx, and in Ω we

have α(77) = 1. Consequently, Lp^i La^Bx and we have proved that in this case

condition (VI. 12) is satisfied.

We prove condition (VI. 13) for the pair X\._i, Χχ., where Χχ,_ is not Χ^π), and A .̂ is

Xm. Then, for somey, X^ is ΛΓ

λ._ι and X is X^, where X is Xv. According to (VI. 16),

In view of our decomposition Bj^°z Bi_l and B'j+2'^- Bi+X. Since a(p) = 1 and α(Δ(ρ))

= α(π) in Ω, and α(ττ) = 1 in Ω, it follows that

as required.

We prove condition (VI. 13) for the pair X\._l, Χχ., where XXj_t is X^^, and Χχ. is not
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Χπ. Then, for somey, X^ is Χχ, t, A^+i is XA(p), and X is A\. According to (VI. 16),

In view of our decomposition, i?,· is: !?,·_, and Bj+2^i Bt. Since a(f) = 1 and a

α{ττ) in Ω, and α (π) = 1 in Ω, it follows that

as required.

Condition (VI. 13) for the remaining pairs A^ (, A^ agrees with (VI. 16) for the

corresponding pairs.

We prove condition (VI. 14) for the case when Xk = Α{π) and q φ β (π). Then Χ^_χ is

ΑΓ

Δ (^ ) and Α"Λ is A ^ . According to (VI. 16) and (VI. 17), we have

In view of our decomposition, B't_x^°i Bk. Since α(ί») = 1 and «(A(r)) = α (π) in Ω, and

α(ττ) = 1 in Ω, it follows that La^Bk z°z Lq, as required.

We prove condition (VI. 14) for the case when \k φ Δ(ττ) and q = β {IT). Then A" is

A^ and A^ is A',. According to (VI. 16) and (VI. 17), we have

In view of our decomposition, B't_x JSZ Bk. According to (VI. 10), 2?,'i°r fTw. Since α(ττ) =

1 in Ω and OL(P) = 1, it follows that

Condition (VI. 14) for the remaining cases agrees with condition (VI. 17).

Thus, the table of words (VI. 18) is a solution of Ω. Assertion 3 is proved for Type VI.

TYPE VII. In Ω there is a carrier xv and a transfer base ννπ such that β {IT) = β{ν).

The equation Ω contains a carrier xv with situation

hxsHv)=t (vn.i)

and a transfer base \νπ with situation

where

β ( π ) = β ( ν ) . (VII.3)

The transformation Ω —» ΩΙ of an equation of Type VII consists of the following. In

the base situation table replace the situation (VII.2) of the base wn by the situation

The initial boundaries of Ω, are taken to be those of Ω.

We transform each boundary connection

(VII.5)
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into a connection

lP, * μ ι , · · · . xur

 l« (VII.6)

as follows. If wv is an x-variable, then in front of each occurrence of xw in the path

χλ[, . . . , x^ not immediately preceded by χΔ ( π ) we insert the variable xv, and after each

occurrence of χΑ(π) not immediately followed by xv we insert the variable x^v).

Exactly as in Type VI, we prove that the resulting boundary connection satisfies

conditions (3.10H3.12) in Ω,.

It is easy to see that the system Ω, is a generalized equation and that Assertion 1 holds

for Type VII.

Suppose Ω has a solution (3.15) with index / and exponent of periodicity s. The proof

that this table of words is a solution of Ωχ is the same as in Type VI. The index of

solution (3.15) of Ωj is smaller than the index of solution (3.15) of Ω for the same reason

as in Type VI. Assertion 2 is proved for Type VII.

Suppose Ω, has a solution (3.15). The proof that this table of words is a solution of Ω is

the same as in Type VI. Assertion 3 is proved for Type VII.

§8. An algorithm recognizing the solvability of

equations in a free semigroup

A generalized equation Ω with principal parameters n, m, τ and δ will be denoted by

Ω(/ΐ, m, τ, δ ) .

Suppose n0, m0, τ0 and s0 are positive integers and δ0 ^± 4nl(n0 + 1)(5ο + 2)· We define

an algorithm 2L m _ . .

The algorithm 2ln m^r SQ is applied to any nonempty list of normalized admissible

generalized equations

Q1(nlt mx, xlt \ ) , . . . , Qp(np, mp, xp, δρ), (8.1)

in which no two equations are identical and where, for each / = 1, . . . ,p, we have the

inequalities

(8.2)

The result of applying 3tno>Wo>T(hJo to the list (8.1) is the answer yes, the answer no, or a

nonempty list of normalized admissible generalized equations

Qi(n l f m1, xu δι), . . . , Qr(nr, mr, xr, δΛ), (8.3)

in which no two equations are identical and where, for each / = 1, . . . , / · , we have the
inequalities

η] < n0,

rrii < m0,

. , (8.4)
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The algorithm 9lno>moyTo<So consists of three steps.
Step 1. Using the algorithm of the Main Lemma (see §7), for each normalized

admissible generalized equation Ω,(«,, mii τ,, δ,·) in (8.1) construct a generalized equation
Ωγ\η^ι\ mfl), τ/1}, <5,·(1)) related to it by means of Assertions 1, 2 and 3. As a result, we
obtain a list of generalized equations

O ( 1 ) (n(1) m ( 1 ) γ ( 1 ) Α(1)ΐ O ( 1 ) (n(l) m ( 1 ) r ( l ) Α(1)ϊ (R *Λ
lix (Πχ , ηΐχ , %ι , οα ;, . . . , Snip («ρ , tnp , τρ , ορ ) , Κ°·->)

where, in view of Assertion 1 of the Main Lemma and the inequalities (8.2), for each
/ = 1, . . . ,p we have

?
(8.6)

Using the algorithm of Lemma 5.4, determine whether each equation in (8.5) is true,
false, or admissible. If at least one equation in (8.5) is true, then the algorithm 2lrtO)W(>TojJo

yields the answer yes. If every equation in (8.5) is false, then 3iWo,Wo,To,Jo yields the answer
no. If the list (8.5) contains no true equations but does contain admissible equations,
then the algorithm 9tnotmo,TotSo produces all admissible equations in this list:

Ω?} (η?, m?>, ΐί» ftf>), . . . , Ω? (/#>, ηξ\ < \ tt}\ (8.7)

(We have assumed here that all false equations in (8.5) occur at the end of the list.)
Step 2. Using the algorithm of the Normalization Lemma (see §6), we construct for

each equation in (8.7) a list of generalized equations, each of which is either normalized
admissible or false. Combine these lists. If in the combined list each equation is false,
then the algorithm 2ίΛο̂ Το̂ ο yields the answer no. Otherwise, 2InO)Wo,To,io produces all
normalized admissible equations of the combined list in a new list

O ( 2 ) / » ( 2 ) m ( 2 ) T ( 2 ) A ( 2 )l O ( 2 ) / « ( 2 ) m ( 2 ) Y(2) Λ(2)ϊ (R X\

where, in view of the Normalization Lemma and (8.6), for each / = 1, . . ., ν we have

mi-2)</7z0, (8.9)

r(2) <f r

Step 3. From the list (8.8) delete each equation Ωί2)(«/2), m/2), τ/2), δ,(2)) for which
δ/2) > δ0 (recall that δ0 = 4/^(Λ 0 + l)(s0 + 2)). If in so doing we delete the entire list
(8.8), then the algorithm 2ΓΛο>/Λο>Τ(>ίο yields the answer no. Otherwise, 3iWo,mO)To>Jo produces
the remaining equations in a list of normalized admissible generalized equations

O ( 2 ) / » ( a ) m ( 2 ) r ( 2 ) ft{2)) O { 2 ) <n(2) m ( 2 ) r ( 2 ) Α(2)ϊ ίί^^nΛ

where for each / = 1, . . . , u we have the inequalities

m0,

t ( 8 · Π )
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If the list (8.10) contains identical equations, retain exactly one representative from each

class of identical equations. As a result, we obtain the desired list of equations (8.3)

whose principal parameters satisfy (8.4).

Suppose s0 is a positive integer. We say that a list of generalized equations Ω1? . . . , ΩΓ

has limiter s0 if either none of these equations has a solution or one of these equations

has a solution with exponent of periodicity at most s0.

LEMMA 8.1. Suppose n0, m0, τ0 and 80 are positive integers. Suppose also that a list of

normalized admissible generalized equations (8.1) satisfying the estimates (8.2) for the

principal parameters has limiter s0. Apply to (8.1) the algorithm 2tWo>mo>To>Jo· If this algorithm

yields the answer yes, then some equation in (8.1) has a solution. If this algorithm yields the

answer no, then no equation in (8.1) has a solution. If this algorithm produces the list (8.3),

then (8.3) has limiter s0 and, moreover: if some equation in (8.1) has a solution with index I,

then some equation in (8.3) has a solution with index Γ, where Γ < /; if some equation in

(8.3) has a solution, then some equation in (8.1) has a solution.

PROOF. If some equation in (8.5) has a solution, then, by Assertion 3 of the Main

Lemma, some equation in (8.1) has a solution. Since the list (8.1) has limiter s0, some

equation in (8.1) has a solution with exponent of periodicity at most s0. By Assertion 2 of

the Main Lemma, some equation in (8.5) has a solution with exponent of periodicity at

most 50. Consequently, the list (8.5) has limiter s0.

Furthermore, according to the Main Lemma: if some equation in (8.1) has a solution

with index /, then some equation in (8.5) has a solution with index /,, where /, < /; if

some equation in (8.5) has a solution, then some equation in (8.1) has a solution.

Suppose the algorithm 2iflO)W(>TO(Jo yields the answer yes at the first step. Then some

equation in (8.5) is true and therefore has a solution. By Assertion 3 of the Main Lemma,

the corresponding equation in (8.1) has a solution.

Suppose 2ino>moT(hJo yields the answer no at the first step. Then each equation in (8.5) is

false; hence (Lemma 5.3) none of them has a solution. By Assertion 2 of the Main

Lemma, no equation in (8.1) has a solution.

Suppose 2lrto,WO)To>io produces the list of admissible equations (8.7) at the first step. It is

easy to see that (8.7) has limiter s0 and is related to (8.1) via solutions as is the list (8.5).

Suppose 2ln(>WojTo>io yields the answer no at the second step. Then, by Lemma 5.3, no

equation in the combined list has a solution. By assertion 3) of the Normalization

Lemma, no equation in (8.1) has a solution.

Suppose Wno>mo>To>So produces the list (8.8) at the second step. By assertion 3) of the

Normalization Lemma, (8.8) has limiter s0 and is related to (8.1) via solutions as is the

list (8.5).

According to Lemma 4.2, if for some equation Ω^2)(η/2), mj-2\ τ/2), δ,(2)) in (8.8) we have

δ/2) > δ0, then the exponent of periodicity of any of its solutions is greater than s0.

Suppose ^no>m T(^o yields the answer no at the third step. Then, since (8.8) has limiter

s0, no equation in this list has a solution. Consequently, no equation in (8.1) has a

solution.

Suppose 2lnojmo,TojJo produces the list (8.10) at the third step. If some equation in (8.10)

has a solution, then some equation in (8.8) has a solution. Since (8.8) has limiter s0, some

equation in this list has a solution with exponent of periodicity at most s0. Since (8.10) is

obtained from (8.8) by deleting the equations whose solutions all have exponent of

periodicity greater than s0, some equation in (8.10) has a solution with exponent of
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periodicity at most s0. Consequently, the list (8.10) has limiter s0.

It is easy to see that (8.10) is related to (8.1) via solutions as is the list (8.5).

Since each equation in (8.10) is contained in (8.3), the lemma follows immediately

from the assertions just proved.

We say that a list of equations has a solution if at least one equation in this list has a

solution, and has no solution if no equation in this list has a solution.

LEMMA 8.2. There exists an algorithm which, for any list of normalized admissible

generalized equations and integer s which is a limiter of this list, recognizes whether or not

this list has a solution.

PROOF. Suppose

^(nLi mA, xit δ χ ) , . . . , Ω{ρ1(ηΡι, mPl, xPl, 6Pl) (8.12)

is a list of normalized admissible generalized equations with limiter s.

To determine if this list has a solution we choose positive integers n0, m0, τ0 and s0

such that s < s0 and such that for each / = 1, . . . ,px we have n, < nQ, mt < n0, τ, < τ0

and 5, < 4n£(n0 + \)(s0 + 2). Apply to (8.12) the algorithm 2 1 , , ^ ^ . By Lemma 8.1,

this either establishes whether or not the list (8.12) has a solution or else produces a

second list of equations, to which we can again apply 3ίΛο>mo>w Apply 3ino,Wo>To,Jo to the

second list. This either establishes whether or not the list (8.12) has a solution or else

produces a third list of equations, and so on. If after λ — 1 steps we have not established

whether or not the list (8.12) has a solution, we have produced a sequence of lists of

normalized admissible generalized equations

(8.13)

Ωίλ), . . . , Ω&

Each of these lists is nonempty, and no list contains two identical equations. In each

equation in each list the principal parameters do not exceed n0, m0, τ0 and δ0, where

So = 4«o(/zo + 1)(Λ·0 + 2). By Lemma 5.8, the number of distinct equations in the table

(8.13) is bounded by a number F(n0, m0, τ0, δ0). Consequently, if λ > 2F(n°'mo'To'So>, then

(8.13) contains at least two identical lists.

If in (8.13) the /th list agrees with theyth, then obviously the (/ + l)th list agrees with

the (J + l)th, and, for any q > 0, the (/ + q)th list agrees with the (j + q)th.

Consequently, if (8.13) already contains two identical lists, then subsequent application

of the algorithm 2[rtO;Wo)T(>Jo cannot yield the answer yes or the answer no.

On the other hand, if some equation in the first list has a solution with index /,, then

some equation in the second list has a solution with index I2, where I2 < I\. Further-

more, some equation in the third list has a solution with index I3, where I3 < I2 < I\,

and so on. Consequently, if some equation in the first list has a solution, then after a

finite number of steps the algorithm S l , ^ , ^ ^ yields the answer yes. Therefore, if (8.13)

contains two identical lists, then the list of equations 2\l\ . . . , Ω^ has no solution. Thus,

on applying 2L _ _ . at most 2F(n°'m°''ro'So) times we can establish whether or not the list

Ω\ι\ . . . , Ω*1/ has a solution.

LEMMA 8.3. There exists an algorithm which, for any list of generalized equations without
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boundary connections and an integer s which is a limiter of this list, recognizes whether or

not this list has a solution.

PROOF. Suppose

Q l f . . . , ΩΓ (8.14)

is a list of generalized equations without boundary connections which has limiter s. By

Lemma 5.4, there exists an algorithm which, for any generalized equation, recognizes

whether it is true, false, or admissible. If some equation in (8.14) is true, then it has a

solution. If the equations in (8.14) are all false, then, by Lemma 5.3, they have no

solution. If (8.14) contains no true equations but does contain admissible ones, we list all

admissible equations:

Qu ..., Ωρ. (8.15)

(We have assumed here that all false equations in (8.14) occur at the end of the list.) The

list (8.15) consists of equations without boundary connections, has the same limiter s as

the list (8.14), and has a solution if and only if (8.14) has.

According to Lemma 6.1, for each equation in (8.15) we can construct a list of

equations, each of which either is false or else is admissible and satisfies condition N.I.

Combine these lists and delete all false equations from the combined list. If in so doing

we delete the entire combined list, then, by Lemma 6.1, the list (8.15), hence also the list

(8.14), has no solution. Otherwise, write down all admissible equations of the combined

list:

Ω!, . . . , Qq. · (8.16)

By Lemma 6.1, the path index of each equation in (8.16) does not exceed the largest path

index among all equations in (8.15). Therefore, the equations in (8.16) have no boundary

connections, and, since they satisfy condition N.I, they are all normalized. By Lemma

6.1, the list (8.16) has the same limiter s as the list (8.15) and has a solution if and only if

(8.15) has. Thus, the desired algorithm reduces to that of Lemma 8.2.

THEOREM. There exists an algorithm recognizing whether or not any equation in a free

semigroup has a solution.

PROOF. Suppose Σ is an arbitrary equation in a free semigroup. If Σ is coefficient-free,

then it has a solution (for example, the solution whose components are all empty words).

Suppose Σ is a coefficient equation. In accordance with Lemma 3.1, construct a list of

generalized equations

Ω,, ...,Qr (8-17)

without boundary connections such that Σ has a solution with exponent of periodicity s

if and only if at least one equation in (8.17) has such a solution.

If an equation Ω, in (8.17) has a solution, so does Σ. According to Lemma 1.3, if Σ has

a solution, then it has a solution with exponent of periodicity at most

where d is the notational length of Σ. Then some equation Ω,· in (8.17) has a solution with

exponent of periodicity at most sv

Thus, we have proved that the list (8.17) has limiter sx. Consequently, the desired

algorithm reduces to that of Lemma 8.3.
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In conclusion, the author would like to express his sincere gratitude to S. I. Adjan for
many useful remarks concerning the exposition of this paper, and also to Ju. I.
Hmelevskii for his participation in the discussions.
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